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H I G H L I G H T S
• A framework to assess the sustain-
ability of solar district heating system
is framed.• A robust ANN model to solve the
computational cost with TRNSYS
models is developed.• Multi-objective optimization is carried
out for four sizes of solar communities.• The effect of storage construction
variety is tested in the optimization
problem.• Global Sensitivity Analysis to identify
the uncertain parameters is proposed.
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A B S T R A C T
A promising pathway towards sustainable transaction to clean energy production lies in the adoption of solar
assisted district heating systems (SDHS). However, SDHS technical barriers during their design and operation
phases, combined with their economic limitation, promote a high variation in quantifying SDHS benefits over
their lifetime. This study proposes a complete multi-objective optimization framework using a robust machine
learning approach to inherent sustainability principles in the design of SDHS. Moreover, the framework in-
vestigates the uncertainty in the context of SDHS design, in which the Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) is
combined with the heuristics optimization approach. The framework application is illustrated through a case
study for the optimal integration of SHDS at different urban community sizes (10, 25, 50, and 100 buildings)
located in Madrid. The results reveal a substantial improvement in economic and environmental benefits for
deploying SDHS, especially with including the seasonal storage tank (SST) construction properties in the opti-
mization problem, and it can achieve a payback period up to 13.7 years. In addition, the solar fraction of the
optimized SDHS never falls below 82.1% for the investigated community sizes with an efficiency above 69.5%
for the SST. Finally, the GSA indicates the SST investment cost and its relevant construction materials, are
primarily responsible for the variability in the optimal system feasibility. The proposed framework can provide a
good starting point to solve the enormous computational expenses drawbacks associated with the heuristics
optimization approach. Furthermore, it can function as a decision support tool to fulfill the European Union
energy targets regarding clean energy production.
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Nomenclature
ACOL total aperture area of solar collectors (m2/MWh/a)
COL inclination angle of the solar collectors (o)
CC total initial capital cost (€)
CO total discounted operational cost (€)
CR total discounted replacement cost (€)
CAPk design variable of equipment unit k
CEPCI year A chemical engineering plant cost index in the base year
CEPCI year B Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index in the installa-
tion year
ConSST purchase cost of the construction material of the seasonal
storage tank (€)
CM annual cost of equipment unit k (€)
CP annual operational cost of a pump (€)
cp specific heat capacity (kJ/kg. k)
ce electricity price (€)
cf natural gas price (€)
C V. coefficient of variation (%)
d annual discount rate (%)
dRoof insulation material thickness for the seasonal storage tank
roof (m)
dWall insulation material thickness for the seasonal storage tank
wall (m)
dGnd insulation material thickness for the seasonal storage tank
ground (m)
DAMd indicator result for damage categoryd
FBMk bare module factor of equipment unitk
FCAUX contribution of the auxiliary heater as a percentage of the
maximum heating load (%)
f x( )c original objective function [NPC(x) or RCP(x)]
HDR seasonal storage tank aspect ratio (m/m)
HDRDHWT domestic hot water storage aspect ratio (m/m)
i annual inflation rate (%)
if annual inflation rate of natural gas (%)
ie annual inflation rate of electricity (%)
InsSST purchase cost of the insulation materials of the seasonal
storage tank (€)
k number of regressors
m mass flowrate of the recirculating water pumps (kg/s)
n sample size
NCOL number of solar collectors in series
NPC net present cost (€/MWh)
PECk purchase cost of equipment unit k (€)
PWFn present worth factor of periodic future cash flows (–)
PVFn present value factor of single future cash flow at the be-
ginning of nth time period (–)
QSOL useful energy rate received by the solar collector field
(MW)
QSST loss heat loss rate through the seasonal storage tank (MW)
QDHW loss heat loss rate through the domestic hot water storage tank
(MW)
QHE heat transfer rate through the heat exchanger (MW)
QAUX duty of auxiliary heater (MW)
QSH load total space heating demand (MWh)
QDHW load total domestic hot water demand (MWh)
QSST loss total energy losses through the seasonal storage tank
(MWh)
SMAPE symmetric mean absolute percentage error
R2 coefficient of determination
R Adj.2 adjusted coefficient of determination
RCP ReCiPe 2016 aggregated impact factor (Pt/MWh)
S F. DHW annual solar fraction for the DHW distribution circuit (%)
S F. SH annual solar fraction for the SH distribution circuit (%)
URoof the heat loss coefficient of the seasonal storage tank roof
(W/m2·K)
UWall the heat loss coefficient of the seasonal storage tank wall
(W/m2·K)
UGnd the heat loss coefficient of the seasonal storage tank
ground (W/m2·K)
UOverall the overall heat loss coefficient of the seasonal storage
tank (W/m2·K)
VDHWT volume of the domestic hot water tank (m3/MWh/a)
VSST volume of the seasonal storage tank (m3/MWh/a)
ypredict i, predicted value
ydata i, actual value
Greek symbols
CF factor of contingency charges and fees
k purchase cost coefficient of equipment unitk
k purchase cost exponent of equipment unit k
COL solar collector field efficiency (%)
DHWT domestic hot water storage tank efficiency (%)
SST seasonal storage tank efficiency (%)
con construction material thermal conductivity of the seasonal
storage tank (W/m·K)
ins insulation material thermal conductivity for the seasonal
storage tank roof and wall (W/m·K)
ins gnd insulation material thermal conductivity for the seasonal
storage tank ground (W/m·K)
d normalization factor for damage category d
d weighting factor for damage category d
TSST temperature difference between the extracted and re-
placed water inside the space heating circuit
Abbreviations
ANN Artificial Neural Network
AUX auxiliary heater fueled by natural gas
COL solar collector field
DHW domestic hot water
DHWT domestic hot water storage
DHWcalc Domestic Hot Water profiles generator software
EPBP economic payback period
GHG greenhouse gas
GPBP greenhouse gas payback period
GSA global sensitivity analysis
FG foam glass gravel
HE heat exchanger
HPC high-performance concrete
LCA life cycle assessment
LCC life cycle cost
LSA local sensitivity analysis
MILP mixed-integer linear programming
MINLP mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming
MOO multi-objective optimization
MOGA multi-objective genetic algorithm
MW mineral wool
NC normal concrete
P centrifugal pump
SDHS solar assisted district heating system
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1. Introduction
Despite the global tendency in shifting the current energy produc-
tion towards more and sustainable energy options, the carbon dioxide
(CO2) emissions keep growing by 6.5% over the last five years [1].
In Europe, the Governance of the Energy Union approved new clean
energy for all Europeans package [2]. This plan comprehensively up-
dates the European Union (EU) energy policy framework to facilitate
the sustainable transaction from fossil fuel towards the deployment of
renewable energy to follow up the EU 2030 targets for climate and
energy consistently with delivering the EU Paris agreement commit-
ments towards the reduction in greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) [3].
An important step to spread on the clean energy transition in the Eur-
opean Union and its Member States is the energy efficiency in the
building sector. Buildings represent one of the biggest energy con-
sumers in the EU, accounting for more than 40% of the final energy
consumption [4], where the residential buildings consume 63% of this
energy [5]. Moreover, more than 75% of residential energy consump-
tion is utilized for space and domestic hot water heating [6]. Along with
all these figures, the residential sector counts for about 10% of the total
GHG in 2017 [7]. In response to this issue, the EU promoted the Energy
Efficiency Directive plan 2012/27/EU [8]. This plan tends to boost the
energy performance of the buildings and introduce energy certificates,
taking into account the external climatic conditions and defining Net
Zero Energy Buildings. Even though these actions plan led to decrease
the final energy consumption of the residential section by 9.3% over the
last 15 years, still the average energy consumption still increases by
0.4% per year due to the growth in the urbanization area and dispersion
of the central heating [9]. Aligning with this growth, various types of
renewable energy systems are installed in the building sector for elec-
tricity and thermal loads coverage.
Among all renewable sources, solar energy seems to be the most
promising alternative for fossil fuel due its unique benefits [10].
However, the main drawback of solar thermal energy, as well as the
other renewable energy sources, is the intermittency and fluctuation
based on short and long term basis [11,12], which causes a gap between
the energy demand and supply. Between several storage techniques, the
thermal energy storage (TES) systems seem to be the most promising
technologies that fulfill this gap issue. TES systems store the excess
generated power and provides it on-demand [13]. Considering their
storage capacity, TES systems comprise two main categories; these ca-
tegories are short- and long-term systems. Short-term systems have a
charge-discharge capacity for a few days and they are widely known as
diurnal storage [14]. In general, these systems suffer from demand
coverage problems during the winter season, especially in the high la-
titude countries. This is due to the difference in solar availability be-
tween summer and winter seasons [15]. On the other hand, long-term
storage can last up for several months, and it is known as seasonal TES.
Accordingly, seasonal TES can efficiently contribute to solve the de-
mand issue during the winter season, and consequently improve the
usage of renewable energy source in district heating systems aligning
with the building decarbonization concept [16,17]. Even though sea-
sonal TES has been developed for chemical and latent heat storage, the
existing seasonal TES mainly uses sensible storage due to its stability
[18].
In Europe, the begin of developing solar assisted district heating
systems (SDHS) coupled with sensible seasonal TES began in the 1970s
with the energy crisis [19]. Such district heating communities have
been established in the 1990s and 2000s, mostly in Denmark and
Germany [20]. Since then, the SHDS market has been growing practi-
cally in Northern and Central Europe [21]. With few exceptions (de-
tailed below), the real performance of the SDHS has met with the es-
timated or predicted results. In Friedrichshafen (Germany), the
estimated performance in terms of the solar fraction could reach up to
43%. However, the monitoring data under realistic operation condi-
tions showed that only a solar fraction between 21% and 33% could be
reached [22]. A higher estimated solar fraction value has not been
reached due to several issues that comprise higher heating demand
compared to the excepted, higher thermal losses in the seasonal storage,
and lower solar collector and heat exchanger efficiencies [23]. The
same issue has been noticed in other SDHS installed in Neckarsulm and
Rostock [24]. Moreover, in the installed plants in Steinfurt-Borghorst,
Hamburg, and Neckarsulm II, a considerable deviation between the
design and monitored performance due to the high thermal losses in the
seasonal and other tanks, high net return temperature, and smaller solar
collector area than the planned [25]. The most famous solar community
is the Drake Landing Solar Community in Canada. This plant has been
able to cover 98% of the space heating demand through solar energy
[26]. However, a high-performance variation faces this solar commu-
nity during a five year of monitoring. According to ASHRAE report
[27], the reason behind this underperformance of the system compared
to the simulation results is the high thermal losses throughout the
network, the storage tank stratification, and pump control. Other than
the problems mentioned above, Weissmann et al. [28] stated that the
building orientation and the thermal collector orientation combined
with the pipe leakages could adversely affect the SHDS performance.
In order to expand the benefits of SDHS, the optimal designing and
sizing of SDHS and their relative relevant components (e.g., charging/
discharging devices) should be adequately planned [29]. Substantially,
planning and construction of large-scale SDHS coupled with seasonal
TES is a complex process. Furthermore, the vast options of seasonal TES
combined evolve the optimization approach as a viable option to obtain
the optimal design and operation conditions of SDHS. The formulation
of the optimization problem has two main approaches, the first is to use
equation-oriented approach, which leads to non-convex mixed-integer
non-linear programming (MINLP) and it can be solved through software
packages (e.g., GAMS, MATLAB, etc.) [30]. According to Klatt and
Marquardt [31], however, MINLP is still not a suitable method for
reasonably sized models. Therefore, MINLP models are often re-
formulated and solved using mixed-integer linear programming (MILP).
This approach relies on simpler and less accurate methods. In this
context, Buoro et al. [32] and Welsch et al. [33] formulated a MILP for
optimizing SDHS together with conventional power units to emphasize
on the renewable energies rule in the residential sector. On the other
hand, the second approach refers to the sequential models which rely
on detailed equations with accurate results [34]. Therefore, this ap-
proach is used in commercial software (e.g., TRNSYS, EnergyPlus, etc.).
In this context, Tian et al. [21] and Rehman et al. [35] set up a TRNSYS-
GenOpt model to optimize the key design parameters of a SDHS in a
multi-objective optimization (MOO) framework. Their results approve
the techno-economic feasibility of district heat networks in Nordic cli-
mates. Lined up with the environmental benefits of SDHS, Tulus et al.
[36] proposed a framework to optimize SDHS design parameters ac-
cording to economic and environmental indicators based on a generic
SH space heating
SST seasonal storage tank
TES thermal energy storage
TRNSYS transient system simulation program
UHPC ultra-high performance concrete
XPS extruded polystyrene
Indices
d damage category
i elementary factor
k equipment unit
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optimization tool combined with TRNSYS. Even though the sequential
models have great potential in developing validated models [37], the
optimization based on sequential models (Heuristics optimization) is
computationally costly and have many limitations regarding the opti-
mization process to consider several decision variables comprises the
operation, configuration, and sizing of the SDHS in the same frame-
work. Moreover, these Heuristics optimization frameworks failed in
considering the stochastic nature of renewable energy sources [38]. In
this context, several studies performed a sensitivity analysis in order to
investigate the contribution of various parameters to the SDHS model
output [38,39]. However, due to the high computational expenses of
the Heuristics optimization problems, the most common approach is the
Local Sensitivity Analysis (LSA), where the importance of the para-
meters is investigated by varying one parameter at a time whereas the
remain parameters are fixed [40]. This approach is an inadequate
practice to cover the input parameters domain and its interactions.
Alternatively, the Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) approach solve
these drawback, where it can offer better coverage for the parameter
design space and its relative interactions [41], but it required thousands
of simulations in order to cover the design parameters domain suffi-
ciently which does not fit with the Heuristics optimization approach.
This computational obstacle of SDHS simulation may be overcome
by using the surrogate model (metamodel) [42]. The metamodel is a
generated model of the sequential model, which is typically fast com-
pared to the original detailed model. One of the most widely used
metamodel technique is artificial neural networks (ANN) to solve
complex engineering problems [43]. The main advantage of ANN is to
replicate the detailed model through approximate an implicit re-
lationship based on the training data. In the SDHS context, Yaïci and
Entchev [44] utilized ANN to predict the yearly performance of SDHS
that covers the domestic hot water and space heating demand in a re-
sidential application. While Xia et al. [45] combined the ANN model
with a genetic algorithm to optimize the performance of SDHS in a
multi-objective framework. Despite the ANN potential in developing
accurate metamodels, the generation of an adequate training set re-
quired large simulation number. Moreover, the large set of tuning
parameters in the ANN model combined with the requirement of large
simulation for generating an adequate training set represents a sig-
nificant limitation in using ANN [46].
All the performance, modeling, economical and legal barriers pro-
mote a high variation in quantifying the SDHS benefits over its lifetime
[38,47], especially in different community size [48]. Thus, this study
aims to propose a methodology framework to address these short-
comings via the following contributions:
1. To develop a robust approach for establishing an ANN model that
covers the drawbacks associated with the surrogate modeling tech-
nique.
2. To integrate this robust ANN model to solve the computational
obstacle associated with heuristics optimization models for SDHS in
a MOO framework.
3. To trace the technical failure of the seasonal TES through expanding
the decision variables by presenting its geometry and construction
design parameters in the optimization problem due to its potential
importance, as reported in several established projects [22,24].
4. To examine the community size effect on the performance of the
SDHS in a techno-economic optimization framework with con-
sideration for its environmental impact.
5. To investigate the uncertainty using the GSA approach for the eco-
nomic parameters (investment costs, energy carrier prices, etc.)
through taking advantage of the low computational cost feature
associated with the robust ANN model.
Hence, the main novelty of the work is to develop a sustainable
pathway to trace the techno-economic failures of the SDHS in the re-
sidential communities with consideration for its environmental impact.
This path is implemented through developing a complete methodolo-
gical optimization framework based on a robust ANN to showcase the
full system potential throughout its lifetime when introduced in dif-
ferent urban community sizes. Moreover, another novelty of this paper
is the integration of Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) with the
Heuristics optimization frameworks; it is the first effort to bridge the
heuristics optimization approach and the uncertainty associated with
the SDHS design from a global perspective. In this context, the frame-
work starts with developing a detailed simulation for the SDHS based
on TRNSYS 18 software [49], the model includes seasonal and short
term storages to fulfill both energy demands for the space heating (SH)
and the domestic hot water (DHW). The developed TRNSYS model is
combined with MATLAB to develop the robust surrogate model and
then introduced in a multi-objective optimization problem that com-
prises the community size effect and the seasonal TES design para-
meters under two main different optimization settings. The first opti-
mization setting considers only the SDHS equipment sizes, whereas the
other setting includes the SST construction materials in the optimiza-
tion problem. The developed framework can serve as a supportive de-
cision-making tool that assesses the potential of SDHS in Europe and
subsequently, accelerating the clean energy transition with promoting a
clear statement regarding the new clean energy for all Europeans
packages.
2. System description
The study is performed for a virtual residential community with a
dedicated solar-assisted district network. The SDHS is modelled in a
dynamic simulation software TRNSYS 18, which is introduced earlier in
[38]. The main components of the SDHS are the solar collector field, the
seasonal storage tank (SST), and the DHW storage tank (DHWT). The
solar collector field can be either installed in the residential community
roofs or the ground nearby the storages and its relative distribution
systems. The SST is a large-scale sensible water insulated reservoir,
which is usually half-buried, and it is mainly utilized to accumulate
energy for an extended period. The SST is able to cover the SH demand
during the winter season through the stored energy during the summer
season. On the contrary, the DHWT is relatively a small water TES tank
dedicated to supply energy on a daily bases to cover the DHW demand
at a temperature of 60 °C. The mismatch between the supply and the
customer demand in a daily or seasonal base is covered by auxiliary
natural gas heaters. A schematic representation for the analysed SDHS
in this work, and its main inputs/outputs are shown in Fig. 1.
The proposed SDHS is divided into three primary circuits; these
circuits comprise the solar field circuit, the SH distribution circuit, and
the DHW distribution circuit. The solar collector field (COL) is con-
nected to the short- and long-term storages through heat exchangers
(HE1) and (HE2). These heat exchangers impulse the captured heat
through the solar collector to the SH distribution circuit or DHW dis-
tribution circuit based on the selected control mode using the Y-type
valves. The blue line shows the heat flows in the cold side of the SHDS,
whereas the red line represents the hot side, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
2.1. Control system description
The control strategy is designed to maximize the solar contribution
where solar energy is utilized to meet the SH and DHW demand. In the
DHW operation mode (priority 1), the COL output temperature and the
average DHW temperature are the monitoring variables. When this
mode is activated, the centrifugal pumps P1 and P4 are triggered to
transfer the accumulated solar heat to the DHWT through the HE2. An
auxiliary heater using natural gas AUX2 is installed to cover any
shortage in the DHW network supply. Two Y-valves are installed to
regulate the water temperature at the DHW distribution circuit by
mixing the hot water from the AUX2 with fresh water from the main-
stream.
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In the SH operation mode (priority 2), the COL output temperature,
the average DHW temperature, and the temperature at the bottom of
the SST are the monitoring variables. When the temperature in the
DHWT achieved its set point, and the temperature in the COL is higher
than the SST bottom temperature, the SH operation mode is activated.
In this mode, pump P1 and P2 allow the heat transfer from the solar
collector field to the SST through the HE1. During the demand periods,
P3 impulse the hot water from the bottom of the SST to the SH network
through HE3. Downstream this heat exchanger, a natural gas boiler
AUX1 is installed to cover any failure of the solar system.
In addition to these two control strategies, the simultaneous SH and
DHW operation mode (priority 3) is activated when both the previous
two modes of control are satisfied. Beside these control operation
modes, control loops are developed to regulate the Y-type values in the
SH and DHW distribution circuits in order to maintain the set-point
temperature at the heating and DHW network.
3. Methodology framework
The proposed methodology framework for the sustainable assess-
ment of the SHDS is outlined in Fig. 2. The first step in the framework is
the simulation for the SDHS process through a commercial simulator
(TRNSYS 18). Then defining the suitable decision variables range and
their relative output, which reflect the thermal performance of the
SDHS. Once the decision variables are set, MATLAB creates scenarios
based on the decision variables range to cover the process feasibility
Fig. 2. Sustainable framework for the optimal design of SDHS.
Fig. 1. Simple schematic representation for the SDHS.
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and automatically launches TRNSYS in a parallel manner to simulate
these scenarios. With computationally demanding processes, the ma-
chine learning approach based on ANN is utilized to alleviate the
computationally effort during the optimization phase. Before the MOO
stage, the ANN model is coupled with the Bayesian optimization ap-
proach to develop a robust ANN model-independent on its tuning
parameters (Hyperparameter). To solve the MOO problem, a multi-
objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) is introduced to quantify the
economic and environmental benefits of the SHDS in the different
community sizes, and it is coupled with the developed ANN model.
Once the Pareto frontier is generated based on the objective functions,
the GSA is presented to illustrate the significant impacts of uncertainty
on the economic and environmental indicators [41,50].
3.1. Energy system modelling
The developed SDHS simulation model is built based on TRNSYS18,
following the models previously developed by Guadalfajara et al. [51]
and Tulus et al. [36]. This software mainly solves the partial differential
equations, mainly apply the mass and energy balances equations within
the SDHS boundaries. The dynamic nature of TRNSYS simulation en-
vironmental assists in introducing the simulation of SHDS more rea-
listically. Aligning with the simplicity idea in calculations, a typical
year of operation based on hourly timescale is introduced and then
extrapolated in order to show the performance of the system
throughout its lifetime with assuming the same climatic conditions and
demands over the years of operation.
A part of the methodology framework is to tackle the technical
failure of the SDHS comprising the construction, sizing, and operation
of its equipment when introduced in various community sizes. Thus,
being the solar collector, storages tanks are the key decision variables in
designing an optimal SDHS [36], 15 decision variables including the
orientation of solar collectors and the construction and sizing of the
storage tanks are introduced in the optimization problem. For each si-
mulation, 19 aggregated outputs are considered; these outputs comprise
the energy production in the solar field, the energy stored in the storage
tanks, the supplied energy by the auxiliary heaters, and the energy
consumption by the pumps.
3.2. Robust ANN solution procedure
As stated in the introduction, some barriers limit the using of the
ANN. Aligning with these drawbacks, this section explains the approach
carried out in this study to develop a robust metamodel that eliminates
them. The proposed methodology starts with the data generation
(known as sampling) in which a vast range of training points are in-
troduced to testify the metamodels accuracy converges and its time
consumption. The Bayesian optimization approach is then combined
with the sensitivity analysis to test the variety of the metamodel set-
tings. Once the metamodel settings are nominated, the ANN model is
developed with testing the balance between the model accuracy and the
time consumption.
3.2.1. General background on ANN modeling
The ANN is a supervised learning technique which covers a board
range of models and learning algorithm. This study is mainly focussed
on the feedforward neural network with multi hidden layers. Generally,
the neural network consists of several hidden layers where each layer
consists of several neurons; these neurons propagate information using
weighted connections and transfer functions. The number of neurons in
the input and output layers is equal to the number of the model input
and output, respectively. Since the number of hidden layers and their
relative neurons selection increase the overfitting risk, the hidden
layers are interpreted based on an optimization algorithm that can be
used to interpret other ANN settings [52].
In addition to the hidden layers and its relative neurons, the ANN
architecture is also defined through other settings comprising the
training/learning method, the activation functions, momentum mean,
and the learning rate. Thus, the neural network is based on in-
vestigating the optimal setting for the hyperparameters number of the
hidden layers, number of neurons in the hidden layer, training function,
activation function-hidden layer, activation function- output layer,
learning rate, and momentum mean.
3.2.2. Data generation and preparation
The process of building the training data for the surrogate model is
known as sampling. The performance of the surrogate mainly depends
on the quality of the sampling strategy as well as its size. In order to
maintain the quality of the surrogate model without high computa-
tional cost, the sampling strategy represents significant importance
[53].
The sampling strategy can rely on the grid pattern where this
sampling method is derived from the design of experiment literature
(factorial, Box-Behnken designs), space-filling design (Latin hypercube
design, low-discrepancy sequences), and sequential sampling approach
where the samples are generated adaptively where information is re-
quired [54]. In this context, the low-discrepancy sequences (Sobol’s
LPτ) are utilized to create the training data since it is assumed to cover
the space design domain more efficiently in comparison to the Latin
hypercube design [55]. The generation process starts with generating N
samples in an n-dimensional unit where n represents the number of
decision variables. Then the generated points turned into n × N input
matrix where each row represents a set of decision variables to obtain
the thermal performance of SDHS. The data generation process is built
automatically in MATLAB and connected to TRNSYS to perform the
required simulations in a parallel manner.
The appropriate sampling size mainly depends on the size of deci-
sion variables along with the computational budget. At some points,
increasing the size of samples has a negative effect on improving the
performance of the surrogate model with an excessive computational
cost. Thus, aligning with building a surrogate model independently on
the sampling size at a suitable computational cost, the metamodel is
trained using different sample sizes in a range between 32 and 8192,
which is within our acceptable computational limits (10,000 simula-
tions). In the process of the ANN model setting selection, the k-fold
cross-validation process is presented in order to avoid the overfitting
issue [56]. This process involves splitting the generated samples into k
subsets, where each subset includes an equal set of samples. The ANN
model is trained on k-1 subsets and tested on the remain k subset. The
process is repeated k times. Thus, each k subset will be used as a testing
set.
3.2.3. Assessing model setting and convergence
The robust surrogate model building process has been divided into
two main steps; the model setting selection and the model convergence
testing, as shown in Table 1. In the first step, model settings and its
Table 1
Building the Robust ANN model steps.
Investigation Model settings Convergence
Training sets 64, 256, 1024 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192
Purpose To find suitable model settings To assess model accuracy in balance with its computing time
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relative hyperparameters through using the Bayesian optimization ap-
proach at different training set sizes are emphasized. The optimization
approach is combined with the sensitivity analysis to estimate the im-
portance of the hyperparameters. In the second step, the convergence of
the ANN model is assessed through testing the develop a surrogate
model based on the optimal model settings under a wide range of
training set to define the optimal sample size.
Corresponding to the importance of tuning the ANN model hy-
perparameters in determining the model accuracy, different ap-
proaches, including the naive gird search and random search can be
utilized in this context. However, these approaches exhaustively time-
consuming; thus, limited decision variables can be investigated based
on these methods [57]. In addition to these approaches, the optimiza-
tion workflow can succeed in solving the drawbacks associated with the
traditional methods. In this regard, a few generic optimization algo-
rithms, including genetic and particle swarm algorithms, have been
applied to optimize the metamodels hyperparameters [58,59]. How-
ever, these algorithms have dimensionality problems [60]. Among
these approaches, the Bayesian optimization algorithm demonstrates
better performance in several cases [61].
In our case, it is applied due to its beneficial advantage in solving
computationally intensive cases since it can include binary, continuous,
and discrete hyperparameters in the optimization problem [62].
Moreover, the Bayesian hyperparameter optimization algorithm is
capable of handling the optimization problem in parallel computing
manner using a cluster of computers [63]. This approach aims to con-
structs a probabilistic model using the Gaussian process, which is up-
dated with each new observation and has a definitive goal of improving
the metamodel accuracy. Table 2 lists the hyperparameters settings
options in the two stages of the development of the Robust ANN model
in comparison to the default setting of the ANN.
In addition to the hypermeters tuning through using the Bayesian
optimization algorithm. A sensitivity analysis based on screening design
is attractive to eliminate irrelative hyperparameters from the second
stage (B. Convergence). Often fractional factorial designs with resolu-
tion III or IV are introduced in the early stages of screening designs.
However, these design types required a broad set of runs and have no
capability of capturing the quadratic terms [64]. Thus, using the defi-
nitive screening design proposes efficient properties in minimizing the
number of the required runs, and estimating the quadratic terms. The
evaluation of the definitive screening design is conducted through
ANOVA, where a Pareto chart is constructed to rank the significant
hyperparameters [65].
When the least significant hyperparameters are identified through
the definitive screening design, an interactive parallel coordinate plot is
presented. This plot is then combined with histograms for each hy-
permeter showing its setting distribution in providing an accurate
metamodel.
In order to characterize the performance of the developed meta-
models, a group of metamodel performance metric are utilized to
evaluate its accuracy. These metrics include three standard evaluation
measures; (i) adjusted R-squared (R Adj.2 ), (ii) Coefficient of
Variation (C V. ), and (iii) Symmetric mean absolute percentage error
(SMAPE), their formulas are expressed in Eqs. (2)–(4).
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where ypredict i, is the predicted value at time point i, ydata i, is the actual
data at time point i, n is the sample size, and k is the number of re-
gressors. Following the proposed standard accuracy evaluators. The CV
is used as an objective function in the model setting stage for two main
reasons. First, it’s recommended by ASHRAE for evaluating the energy
systems. Second, it’s a normalized value, which can be more convenient
for comparison purposes [66].
3.3. Sustainable assessment
The developed framework evaluates the proposed SHDS based on
three main criteria comprise: the technical performance with details
regarding the construction and operation of the equipment in the pro-
posed plant, as well as the economic and environmental performance
throughout the system lifetime.
3.3.1. Technical assessment
The technical analysis of the SHDS, coupled with sensible seasonal
TES in the proposed framework, can be implemented in two main
stages. The first stage examines the thermal performance of the sensible
seasonal TES based on the storage dimension and its construction ma-
terials. While the second stage proposes several indicators to assess the
overall performance of the SDHS.
Within the SST analysis, a large water cylindrical tank built over the
ground and filled with water to serve as a seasonal storage unit in the
SHDS is investigated. The SST constructed based on reinforced concrete
and insulation from the top, side, and bottom based on various in-
sulation material to reduce its heat loss to the environment. The SST
characterization is evaluated based on the storage heat capacity and
heat loss during its operation [67]. The energy provided by the fully
stratified SST can be expressed, as shown in Eq. (5):
=Q m C T.SST t SH p SST0 (5)
where mSH is the water mass flow rate in the SH distribution circuit, CP
is the specific heat, and TSST is a temperature difference between the
Table 2
The model setting in the two stages of developing a Robust ANN model.
Model setting (hyperparameter) Model settings Convergence Default
1. Number of the hidden layers 1:10 3 1
2. Number of neurons 1:50 14 10
3. Training function a. Levenberg Marquardt
b. Bayesian regularization
c. Scaled conjugate gradient
d. Resilient backpropagation
b a
4. Activation function, hidden layer i. logsig, ii. tansig, iii. purelin i ii
5. Activation function, output layer i. satlin, ii. logsig, iii. tansig, iv. purelin iv iv
6. Learning rate 0.001:0.5 0.001 0.01
7. Momentum mean 0.001:1 0.004 0.9
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extracted and replaced water from the storage tank to cover SH de-
mand.
Another characterization key of the SST performance is the thermal
heat losses, and it can be evaluated based on heat losses through the top
(URoof ), sideways (UWall), and bottom of the storage (UGnd). The thermal
heat loss through these surfaces depends on the construction material,
the insulation material, the ground properties, and the height to dia-
meter ratio [68], A set of a nominal performance metric is introduced to
evaluate the technical performance of the solar field circuit, and SH and
DHW distribution circuits. These indicators comprise the solar col-
lector, SST, and DHWT efficiencies [69,70], and the annual solar frac-
tion for both the SH and DHW distribution circuits [71,72]. These
performance indicators are calculated using Eqs. (9)–(13) as a function
of the energy flow over the solar field and the distribution circuits:
= Q
Q
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0
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= Q
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where Q. Useful and Q
.
SOL are the useful energy produced and received by
the solar collector field, respectively.Q.SST loss andQ
.
DHW loss represent the
heat loss in the SST and DHWT, whereas the Q. HE1 and Q
.
HE3 are the heat
transfer rate through the heat exchangers HE1 and HE3. Moreover,
Q
.
AUX1 and Q
.
AUX2 states for the auxiliary energy rate provided by the
natural gas boilers in the SH and DHW distribution circuits to cover the
SH load (QSH load) and DHW load (QDHW load) demand when the solar
system fails in reaching the set temperature point.
3.3.2. Economic assessment
In the current study, the economic performance of the system con-
figuration is implemented through the life cycle costing (LCC) metho-
dology [73,74].
The LCC approach is a valuable technique for assessing the eco-
nomic performance of the energy system in terms of the initial invest-
ment cost combined with its operational and replacement cost
throughout the system lifetime. The LCC approach assists the decision-
makers in comprehensively interpreting the energy system's economic
performance throughout its life cycle and subsequently avoiding extra
expenses in the early stages of design even though additional invest-
ment cost is required [75].
The main principle of the LCC methodology is the future system
value, where all system expenses throughout its lifetime are discounted
to its present value. The total present value (NPC) can be estimated by
considering the initial investment cost (C )C , the operational cost C( )O ,
and the replacement cost C( )R := + +NPC C C CC O R (11)
The initial investment cost states for the initial capital cost at the
project starting point. It considers the equipment cost, installation, and
transportation cost. In addition to any possible contingency expenses,
and it can be expressed as follows:= +C PCE FBM(1 ) ( . )C CF
k
k k (12)
where PCEk represents the initial capital cost of purchased unit k, FBMk
is the bare module factor, which states for the installation and trans-
portation cost of unit k, and CF donates for the contingency factor.
PCEk fetched the initial purchased cost from the base year (year A)
to the year of installation (year B) based on the Chemical Engineering
Plant Cost Index (CEPCI) using the following equation:
=PEC PEC CEPCI
CEPCI
kk k
yearA
year B
year A (13)
The initial purchased cost of unit k at year A can be estimated using
Eqs. (14)–(17):
= =PEC CAP k COL DHW AUX, ,kyearA k k k (14)
= =PEC CAP k HE HE HE. 10 , ,kyearA k CAP[ (log ) ] 1 2 3k k k k10 (15)
= + =PEC ln CAP k P P P
1000
, ,k
yearA
k
k
k 1 2 3 (16)
= + =PEC Ins Con k SSTkyearA SST SST (17)
where
= =Ins CAP k XPS MW FG, ,SST k k k (17.1)
= =Con CAP k NC HPC,SST k k k (17.2)
= =Con e k UHPCSST k CAP10k k5 (17.3)
where k and k are the equipment or material purchase cost para-
meters, CAPk is the design variables of equipment k. The design vari-
ables are the solar collector field area A( )COL , the storage tank volume
V V( , )SST DHW , the SST insulation type XPS MW FG( , , ) comprising ex-
truded polystyrene, mineral wool, and foam glass gravel, respectively,
the construction material type NC HPC UHPC( , , ) comprising Normal
concrete, high performance concrete, and ultra-high performance con-
crete, respectively, the heat exchanger areas HE HE HE( , , )1 2 3 , and the
pumps discharge mass flow rates m m m m( , , , )1 2 3 4 .
The operational cost states for the annual maintenance cost of dif-
ferent equipment, the electricity consumption by the centrifugal pumps,
and energy consumption by the natural gas auxiliary heaters. It can be
expressed as follows:= + +C C PWF C PWF C PWFO M M P P AUX AUX (18)
where the CM ,CP, and CAUX donate for the annual maintenance cost, the
recirculation pumps, and the auxiliary heater consumption cost. While
PWF tends for the time value of the money with consideration for the
inflation rate (i) and discount rate (d) throughout the proposed system
lifetime.
The replacement cost counts for the depreciation associated with
several equipment during the lifetime of the SDHS. This equipment is
the solar collector field, the DHW storage tank, the heat exchangers,
and the auxiliary heaters. The replacement cost can be calculated using
Eq. (19) with consideration for the equipment present value:
=C PVF PEC FMB( . )R n
k
k k (19)
where PVFn is the present value factor of future cash flow at year n.
The economic viability of the SDHS can be specified as well based
on the economic payback period (EPBP) [76]. It is widely used for
evaluating energy system performance throughout its lifetime, and it’s
usually expressed in years. The shorter the payback period, the more
favourably a project is ensured. The computation of the (EPBP) can be
obtained by dividing the future system value (NPC) by the yearly cost
saving for using the SDHS as follows:
=EPBP NPC
Annual cost saving (20)
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3.3.3. Environmental assessment
In addition to the LCC approach for assessing the economic per-
formance of the SHDS. The system environmental impact is evaluated
using a life cycle assessment approach (LCA) [77]. This approach em-
powers a comprehensive analysis of the system components during its
production as well as their operation and disposal based on the “cradle
to grave” concept [78]. The LCA, as standardized in the ISO 14040
series [79–81] comprises several phases that trail a specific sequence;
the goal and the scope definition, life cycle inventory, and impact as-
sessment.
The LCA conducted within this study proposes the goal and scope
stage for defining the system boundary and its functional unit. In this
context, the functional unit was defined as the annual heating demand
for the SH and DHW over the system time horizon. The SDHS boundary
is drawn based on the “cradle to gate” concept since this study focus on
the existing district heating with excluding the disposal phase (end of
life). This is a common practice in the LCA approach as the disposal
phase is negligible compared to the production and use phases.
Moreover, the recycling phase is insignificant as well due to its advance
and difficulty in prediction [33].
In the life cycle inventory and impact assessment stage, based on
several databases, the material input, output, and their relative energy
consumption are compiled during the construction and operation of the
plant. In the current study, the impact of equipment manufacturing, as
well as the utility energy consumption (natural gas by electricity) by the
SHDS, are considered throughout the whole lifetime. Furthermore, the
material transportation to the site as well as the plant components
impact during its operation is also considered. These impact data are
retrieved from the Ecoinvent 3.5 database [82].
Afterwards, the inventory data are weighted and translated into
impact categories. These damages comprise; the damage to human
health, the damage to the ecological system, and resources damage. In
this work, the ReCiPe 2016 framework is promoted to evaluate different
environmental categories based on the aggregated endpoint indicator
metric (RCP) rather than using the mid-point indicators, which would
be misleading in interpreting the overall SDHS environmental perfor-
mance with different sized systems. The RCP can be expressed as fol-
lows:=RCP DAM d
d
d f d (21)
where DAMd represents the endpoint of the damage category d, and d,
d are the specific normalization and weighting factors. The normalized
factors are specified based on the damage to the European land uses,
and their relative material extractions [83]. On the other hand, the
weighting factors are estimated based on the ReCiPe 2016 re-
commendation [38].
In addition to the LCA indicator, the greenhouse gas payback period
(GPBP) is used to measure the system sustainability of the system [84].
Even though the SDHS is almost a free greenhouse gas emissions during
its operation, the environmental damage of such this system is gener-
ated during the production and disposal processes [85]. The (GPBP) is
defined as the environmental impact reduction potential as a result of
the SDHS installation, and it can be expressed as follows:
=GPBP RCP
Annual RCP saving (22)
3.4. Optimization problem
This stage focusses on solving the computational obstacle associated
with heuristics optimization models through using the developed robust
ANN model in a MOO problem. Moreover, it tends to trace the technical
failure of the SDHS through expanding its decision variables by pre-
senting the SST geometry and construction design parameters as well in
an optimization framework. Therefore, the energy performance is
optimized to cooperate with the economic and environmental system
requirements using the MOO framework to deal with the multi-objec-
tive conflict nature. Lastly, the community size effect on the perfor-
mance of the SDHS was examined in separate optimization problems.
In the solar district heating system, the formulation of an optimi-
zation problem always deals with the conflicting nature associated with
such these energy systems. Therefore, researches are often concern
about the technical performance aligning with its economic profiles
[23,35]. In this study, we add more real-world nature objective by
considering the environmental impact in the problem formulation.
Therefore, the current study emphasis on optimizing the LCC of the
SHDS presented by the total plant cost (NPC) simultaneously with the
LCA presented the eco-points RCP( ) to satisfy the technical require-
ment, and it is given as:
f x f xmin{ ( ), ( )}1 2
=s t h x g x. . ( ) 0 ( ) 0
lb x ub i {1, ,15}i i i (23)
where f1 is the plant net present value (NPC) and f2 is the ReCiPe 2016
aggregated impact factor (RCP), h donates for the equality constraints,
which corresponding to the mass and energy balance equation solved
implicitly in TRNSYS in the first stage. While g donates for the in-
equality constraints, which correspond to the correct technical perfor-
mance of SDHS. These constraints must maintain the annual solar
collector efficiency above 60%, whereas SH annual solar fraction and
SST efficiency should be maintained above 50% based on Bauer et al.
[22] and Solites [86] recommendations.
The optimized solution in the multi-objective problem provides a set
of non-dominated solutions (Pareto frontier points), which represent
optimal trade-off solutions between the economic and environmental
objectives that satisfy the technical performance constraints. The ex-
treme points in the Pareto frontier called the anchor points, and it
corresponds to the minimum economic and environmental impact so-
lutions. In the MOO problems using the classical methods based on
point by point approach (weighted sum or the ɛ-constraint method)
[87], the optimization outcome represents a single optimized solution
based on a particular search direction, which often delivers local in-
formation (suboptimal solution). Furthermore, due to the dependency
of the optimal solutions on the initial chosen solution, these approaches
fail in solving different optimization problems type [88]. Aligning with
these limitations, an evolutionary approach based on a technique called
Pareto-ranking [89] is utilized to estimate approximate Pareto-optimal
solutions based on the NPC( ) and RCP( ) objective functions.
The SDHS performance is examined in four different community
sizes (10, 25, 50, and 100) based on 15 decision variables; these deci-
sion variables describe various components in the SDHS, including its
sizing as well its relative orientation and construction. These variables
can be categorized based on the circuit name. In the solar field circuit,
(i) COL area (ACOL), (ii) COL inclination angle (βCOL), and (iii) number
of COL in series (NCOL) are considered. In the SH distribution circuit, (i)
SST volume (VSST), (ii) SST aspect ratio (HDR), (iii) SST construction
material (λcon), (iv) SST roof, wall, and ground insulation material type
(λins), (v) ground insulation material type (λins gnd), (vi) roof, wall, and
ground insulation material thickness (TRoof), (TWall), and (TGnd), re-
spectively, and (vii) AUX1 fraction (FCAUX1) are considered. Finally, in
the DHW distribution circuit, (i) DHWT volume (VDHWT), (ii) DHWT
aspect ratio (HDRDHW), and (iii) AUX2 fraction (FCAUX2) are considered.
A wide range of these decision variables is estimated for simulation and
optimization processes based on real implemented projects in EU and
recommendation for various articles, as shown in Table 3. On the other
hand, the sizing of other equipment units in the SDHS is determined
through mathematical equations that relate them to the decision vari-
ables.
In the current framework, the Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm
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(MOGA) is introduced, as it can be coupled easily with a simulator,
Blackbox models or even models based on algebraic equations. The
MOGA is particularly able to handle a set of points simultaneously,
which would empower the user to obtain several Pareto frontiers in a
single run [30]. An elitist genetic algorithm (a variant of NSGA-II
[100]) is nominated. This algorithm can handle a multi-objective pro-
blem in a parallel computing manner. Moreover, it can handle discrete
and continues variables, along with equality and inequality constraints
[101]. Following the evolutionary approach, the solutions are itera-
tively modified according to the internal ranking of each population.
These populations are generated based on the mutation and crossover
functions [30]. An automated simulation-based optimization model is
performed by combining the generated robust metamodel based on
ANN with the NSGA-II algorithm. The MOGA uses the NSGA-II algo-
rithm with 1000 initial population due for 300 generations based on
Alajmi et al. [102] recommendation.
3.5. Sensitivity analysis
The final step in the methodology framework is to perform a sen-
sitivity analysis, which is a common approach that offers an insight into
the important model parameters. Given the drawbacks in the LSA, the
GSA approach based on Bayesian analysis of computer code outputs
(BACCO) [103] is employed. The main advantage of this approach is its
ability to cover a wide range of uncertain parameters and interactions
with consideration for their relative distributions. Furthermore, it offers
a substantial computational improvement compared to using expensive
GSA based on Monte Carlo simulations [104].
The BACCO method entails two main key stages. In the first step, a
statistical representative model (i.e., an emulator) is built based on a set
of training data points derived from the developed simulation-based
optimization model. The training data are ideally cover the feasible
design domain using a multidimensional space-filling algorithm (Latin
hypercube design). Prior to the second stage, the cross-validation ap-
proach is applied automaticity to estimate the emulator accuracy. The
second stage uses the constructed emulator (which is efficient in
covering a multidimensional design domain in low computational ex-
penses in comparison to the original optimized model) in quantifying
the importance of parameters in interest [105]. The performed sensi-
tivity analysis is presented in terms of the percentage variance con-
tribution of each input with respect to the economic NPC( ) indicator
and environmental indictor RCP( ).
4. Case study
To better illustrate the capabilities of the proposed framework, the
methodology procedure is applied to a SDHS located in Madrid (Spain)
to meet the heating demand of different sized neighbourhood com-
munity (10, 25, 50, and 100 buildings). Each building comprises 28
apartments with 90 m2 of useful area [106] per apartment and
equipped with a radiant underfloor heating system and a domestic hot
water system to meet the SH and DHW demand at 50 °C and 60 °C,
respectively. The SDHS model validation and heating demand com-
parison were implemented in comparison to Guadalfajara et al. [107]
and Tulus et al. [38].
For comparison purposes, a base case using only a natural gas boiler
is considered. This conventional system is able to fulfil the SH and DHW
demand alone independently from the SDHS.
4.1. SDHS model specification
The solar collector field in the SDHS consists of flat-plate collectors
(type ARCON HT-SA 28/10) designed for large applications [36]. These
collectors are connected in series and oriented toward the south. A 33%
mixture of glycol in water (Cp = 3.8 kJ/kg·°C at 50 °C) is initiative as a
working fluid in the solar field circuit with a nominal recirculation flow
rate of 20 kg/h·m2. On the other hand, the SH and DHW distribution
circuits are operated with water.
The SST is a partially buried tank with a cylindrical section. Since
the tank construction is a part of the optimization problem, the seasonal
storage design parameters are initialized based on the constructed
project in Friedrichshafen (Germany) [96], where normal concrete with
Table 3
Decision variables for the SHDS categorized by circuit name.
Circuit name Decision variable Unit Uniform Discrete Ref.
Solar field circuit ACOL m2/MWh/a 0.1:2 [38,90]
βCOL ° 20:70 [48]
NCOL – 1:5
SH distribution circuit VSST m3/MWh/a 1:20 [22,91]
HDR m/m 0.3:1.5 [68,92]
dRoof m 0.2:0.7
dWall m 0.2:0.7 [93,94]
dGnd M 0.2:0.7
λcon NC = 1.5 W/m.K [95,96]
W/m.K – HPC = 2.5 W/m.K
UHPC = 1.6 W/m.K
λins XPS = 0.032 W/m.K [97,98]
W/m.K – MW = 0.04 W/m.K
FG = 0.06 W/m.K
λins gnd XPS = 0.032 W/m.K
W/m. K – MW = 0.04 W/m.K
FG = 0.06 W/m.K
FCAUX1 % 0.1:1
DHW distribution circuit VDHWT m3/MWh/a 0.05:0.25 [38,69]
HDRDHWT m/m 1:2 [93,99]
FCAUX2 % 0.1:1
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a thickness of 0.5 m was selected as a construction material. For the
storage insulation, the mineral wool was placed outside the concrete
with a thickness of 0.3 and 0.2 m for the roof, wall, and ground, re-
spectively. On the other hand, the DHW is a relatively small tank
compared to the SST since it is utilized for only daily services, the
DHWT constructed with an overall heat coefficient of 0.3 W/(m2·K)
[107]. To cover any shortage of the solar system, natural gas boilers
with efficiency 93% are utilized as auxiliary heaters for both SH and
DHW distribution circuits.
To reproduce the transient behaviour associated with the simulation
process, all the TRNSYS simulations were implemented with a time step
of 15 min [108]. The system assessment was performed over three years
of simulation (28,260 h), and the results after the third year are ex-
trapolated over the SDHS lifetime. The three years of simulation idea is
due to the homogeneous assumption inside the SST where SST tem-
perature is equal to 30 °C at the beginning of the first year of simula-
tion. Therefore, after two years of simulations, this initial assumption is
eliminated, and the change in temperature becomes insignificant in the
following years [23]. According to the United Nations Environment
Programme [109], the lifetime of the SDHS is 40 years, where several
equipment include the solar collectors, heat exchanger DHWT and
auxiliary heaters need to be replaced after only 20 years of operation.
4.2. Climate and demand profiles
The climate data for Madrid is obtained from the EnergyPlus data-
base [110]. These data include the incident solar radiation, ambient
temperature, relative humidity, and other relative information. The
monthly average ambient temperature and its relative incident solar
radiation per solar collector area are shown in Fig. 3.
The space heating demand is established based on the implemented
work by Guadalfajara [107] in order to develop a 7-story building that
meets the minimum requirement of the Spanish regulations for re-
sidential buildings. A 3D building model is developed using SketchUp
[111] and imported into TRNSYS, where the occupancy densities and
building materials comprising its windows and insulations are defined.
By simulating the developed building in TRNSYS, the annual space
heating demand profile is generated based on an hourly timescale. The
generated SH demand is then extrapolated for the different urban
community sizes, and the monthly SH demand is shown in Fig. 3.
On the other hand, to generate the DHW demand for the in-
vestigated residential buildings, Tulus et al. [38] was followed, where
the DHW demand is based on three main factors: (i) the daily water
consumption per person, (ii) monthly water temperature from the
public distribution network, and (iii) the number of occupations per
household. These data are imported into computer software, DHWcalc
[112]. This software can generate a realistic hourly DHW consumption
profiles with consideration for main controlling factors, as shown in
Fig. 3.
4.3. Economic and environmental input data
The parameters for the initial investment cost are outlined in
Table 4. Following Tulus et al. [36], the maintenance cost is estimated
to be 1.5% of the initial purchase cost of the equipment. The prices of
natural gas and electricity are 0.0526 and 0.1873 Euro/kWh, respec-
tively, based on the EUROSTAT database [113]. Moreover, the inflation
rate associated with natural gas and electricity is 5.9% and 5%, re-
spectively [38]. According to Braungardt et al. [114], the inflation rate
associated with the proposed system throughout its lifetime is set to be
2.3%, with a discount rate of 3.5%.
The LCA data were retrieved from the Ecoinvent database [82]. This
database comprises the damage categories caused by the SDHS main
equipment and their relative utilities based on the ReCiPe 2016 meth-
odology (see Table 5).
4.4. Uncertainty characteristics
A correct quantification of the uncertainty is vital to obtain reliable
results of the SHDS model. This analysis would support decision-makers
in the early design stages. The probabilistic approach, which treats the
uncertain parameters as a random variable, is the most common ap-
proach to quantify the uncertainty associated with parameters [121]. In
the current study, we focus on the economic parameters and their
corresponding uncertainty. In total, 13 individual uncertain economic
parameters are identified in this study. These parameters are classified
into three main categories:
• Investment cost: The solar collector field, the storage, and their re-
lative utilities in the SDHS are considered uncertain since this
equipment is a market-driven. Thus, the prices in the early stages of
design might differ from the final investment cost [122].• Economic factors: Aligning with the changes in the energy policies
for accelerating the transformation toward clean energies, the eco-
nomic parameters such as annual inflation rate, market discount,
and maintenance factor can change during the long lifetime of
SDHS.• Energy carrier: Normally, the prices of natural gas and electricity are
deterministic parameters. However, throughout the system lifetime,
the SDHS energy carriers might change due to the market or the
energy policies [123].
A summary of the uncertain economic parameters and their char-
acteristic distribution is shown in Table 6.
5. Results and discussion
In the current study, the results are divided into three main parts.
The first part offers a deep analysis to build a robust ANN model by
comprising the Bayesian optimization approach assisted sensitivity
analysis. This part purposes an affordable metamodel that solves the
computational obstacle associated with heuristics SDHS model built-in
TRNSYS. Then the second part depicts the performance of SDHS in
various urban community sizes in an optimization framework using the
developed ANN model. This framework intends to tackle the seasonal
TES design parameters and its geometry effect to enhance the feasibility
of the SDSH in various community sizes. Next, the SDHS optimal design
is expressed adequately through including the uncertainty associated
with several related economic parameters based on GSA to support the
decision-making process.
Fig. 3. The climate conditions in Madrid and energy demand per apartment.
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5.1. Robust ANN results
5.1.1. Model setting
This is the first step (step A) of the two-step approach defined in
Table 1, which concerns to build a robust ANN model with an appro-
priate computational cost. In this stage, we evaluate the accuracy of the
ANN model under three sample sizes (64, 256, 1024) using Bayesian
optimization to produce an accurate metamodel independently on the
model setting that can be extended to the large training set.
The solution of the Bayesian optimization is given by an interactive
parallel coordinate plot to identify the suitable hyperparameters set-
tings for the reduced number of configurations in step B (see Fig. 4).
The top plot shows the total optimal Bayesian optimization results
comprising 500 ANN model settings where each line represents one of
these optimal solutions along with the achieved C V. values. On the
contrary, the bottom plot shows only the top 20% ranked optimal so-
lutions based on C V. criteria. The table below the interactive parallel
coordinate plots shows the optimal metamodel setting that achieves the
highest accuracy at step (A) training sets. In case of no agreement for
selecting a certain optimal setting at different sample sizes, the histo-
gram attached to each interactive parallel coordinate column is utilized
to propose the most frequently setting at each hyperparameter. The
hyperparameters, including the training function, number of layers,
layer function, hidden function, and Momentum mean at each training
set, have the same optimal setting at different training sets, whereas the
number of neurons and learning rate change at each training set. As
observed from the histogram, most of the optimal results setting for the
learning rate are set in a range below 0.01. Thus, the learning rate is set
to 0.001 for the convergence stage (step B) to sustain the training set
converge. On the other hand, the number of neurons with the size of 3,
14, and 20 are set for the convergence stage (Step B) since its histogram
is almost equally large for the training set size 64, 256, and 1024. A
summary of the selected settings in the convergence stage (step B) is
shown in the below table in Fig. 4, where the nominated settings are
highlighted.
5.1.2. Sensitivity analysis
The next step is to perform the sensitivity analysis in order to in-
vestigate the relative importance of neurons sizes in step A and to
eliminate the least influential variables from the convergence step (step
Table 4
The economic parameters of SDHS equipment.
Unit Options αk βk CAPk Range Base year Ref. FBMk
Solar collector 974.2 0.8330 Aperture area (m2) 4,000–15,000 m2 2007 [115] 1.00
DHWT 3955 0.6500 Volume (m3) 1–100,000 m3 2007 [116] 1.00
Auxiliary heater 225.0 0.7460 Duty (kW) 600–10,000 kW 2001 [36] 2.10
Heat exchanger 3.133 0.3310 Exchange area (m2) 10–1000 m2 2001 [36] 3.29
Pump (P1, P2) 389.0 283.2 Mass flow rate (kg/h) 15,000–100,000 kg/h 2009 [117] 3.24
Pump (P3, P4) 389.0 717.0 Mass flow rate (kg/h) 15,000–100,000 kg/h 2009 [117] 3.24
SST insulation XPS 561.09 0.397 Material thickness (m) 0.05–0.8 2017 [118] 1.00
MW 1902.7 0.942 Material thickness (m) 0.05–0.8 2018 [119] 1.00
FG 311.41 0.968 Material thickness (m) 0.05–0.8 2014 [120] 1.00
STT construction NC 4178.1 −0.394 Volume (m3) 1–100,000 m3 2000 [97] 1.00
HPC 2575 −0.363 Volume (m3) 1–100,000 m3 2004 1.00
UHPC 90.83 −3 Volume (m3) 1–100,000 m3 2004 1.00
Table 5
Specific ReCiPe 2016 aggregated impact factor for the main SDHS equipment
and utilities, in ReCiPe points (Pt) per characteristic dimension [82]
Unit Option Impact factor (ReCiPe 2016)
Solar collector 32.5 Pt/m2
DHWT 173.1 Pt/m3
Auxiliary boiler 1.57 · 103 Pt/kW
Heat exchanger 2.515 Pt/m2
Pump 62.8 Pt/kW
SST insulation XPS 0.773 Pt/kg
MW 0.0016 Pt/kg
FG 0.266 Pt/kg
SST construction NC 0.008 Pt/kg
HPC 0.002 Pt/kg
UHPC 0.0206 Pt/kg
Natural gas 0.0245 Pt/kWh
Electricity 0.0380 Pt/kWh
Table 6
Summary of uncertain parameters in the SHDS model and their characterization approaches (The parameter μ (mean) for a normal distribution (N) and (U) refers
to the discrete non-probabilistic scenario).
Uncertain parameter Parameter description Probability distribution Ref.
CCCOL Investment cost of the solar collector N µ µ( , 0.07 ) [41]
CCSST Investment cost of the SST N µ µ( , 0.07 ) [41]
CCDHWT Investment cost of the DHWT N µ µ( , 0.07 ) [41]
CCH E. Investment cost of the heat exchanger N µ µ( , 0.07 ) [41]
CCP Investment cost of the pumps N µ µ( , 0.07 ) [41]
CCf Investment cost of the gas boiler N µ µ( , 0.07 ) [41]
if Annual natural gas inflation rate N µ µ( , 0.166 ) [122]
ie Annual electricity inflation rate N µ µ( , 0.166 ) [122]
i Annual inflation rate N µ µ( , 0.166 ) [122]
d Discount rate N µ µ( , 0.137 ) [124]
FBM Maintenance factor D [1%, 1.5%, 2%] [125]
cf Natural gas cost rate N µ µ( , 0.166 ) [124]
ce Electricity cost rate N µ µ( , 0.166 ) [124]
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B), which include more training sets to develop an independent ANN
model on the sample size. In the definitive screening design, we use
three training sets with a size of 64, 256, and 1024 to rank the influence
of hypermeters based on the C V. criteria. The relative sensitivity of the
ANN hyperparameters is shown in Fig. 5. The training set size, training
function, and momentum mean are the most significant tuning para-
meter with a relative sensitivity of 28%, 26%, and 24%, respectively.
These high impact parameters are followed by the number of neurons,
which has a relative impact of 10% on the C V. . Thus, varying number
of neurons may contribute to enhance in the performance of ANN
model in step B. On the other hand, the activation functions, and the
learning rate seems to be insignificant since they have only a con-
tribution of 3% and 2%, respectively to the C V. value. The results
confirm the possibility of fixing the learning rate without affecting the
surrogate model accuracy.
Following the sensitivity analysis results, a box plot (Fig. 6) is built
to show the performance of the three-training sets (64, 256, and 1024)
based on the C V. rank under the optimal selected hyperparameters
with considering for three neurons sizes comprising 3, 14, and 20 in
comparison to the default settings. The box plot is characterized by the
central mark, the upper and lower quartiles which correspond to the
box edge. While the minimum and maximum optimal values are
Fig. 4. Interactive parallel coordinate plots combined with histograms are utilized to identify the optimal hypermeters setting for the ANN model in step A. The top
plot illustrates the total Bayesian optimal solutions without filtration, whereas the bottom plot shows the top 20% ranked ANN model settings. The table below shows
the optimal hyperparameters that bounces the lowest C V. value under different sample size where the selected setting for the convergence phase is highlighted.
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indicated at the whiskers. On the plot, the lined circles at each sample
size show the results under optimal settings at a different number of
neurons, whereas the cross symbols represent the results at the default
settings. In general, the default setting does not yield to build accurate
ANN models that approve the importance of tuning the hyperpara-
meters. Moreover, fixing the number of neurons at 14 provides the most
accurate results with a C V. value of 24.1% and 9.2% for the 256 and
1024 training set, respectively.
5.1.3. Convergence with a variable training set
In step B, we test the performance of the selected optimal hy-
perparameters at various training sizes in order to choose the most
accurate ANN model with consideration for its efficiency in terms of the
computational cost, as shown in Fig. 7. In terms of convergence, as
mentioned in the methodology section, three accuracy criteria com-
prising the R adj.2 , C V. and SMAPE are utilized to evaluate the
performance of the ANN model. The results show that the R adj.2 is a
misleading criterion since most of the sample sizes excess 97%.
Therefore, using C V. and SMAPE can be more efficient to measure the
ANN model accuracy. Increasing the sample size has a clear tendency to
improve the ANN model accuracy where the highest accurate value of
4.5% and 10% was indicated in a sample size of 2048 for the C V. and
SMAPE criterion, respectively. In terms of the ANN model computa-
tional cost, an exponential behavior is indicated with increasing the
sample size where the CPU time at 8192 sample size is 6 × 104 sec.
Comprising the model accuracy with its efficiency simultaneously, the
sample size 2048 provides the highest accuracy at an affordable com-
putational time of 8.9 × 103 sec using an Intel® Xeon® E5-2620 v4
2.10 GHz processor with 32.0 GB RAM.
A breakdown for the ANN model performance in comparison to the
rigorous model based on TRNSYS at a sample of the outputs is shown in
Fig. 8. In general, an agreement between the rigorous and ANN model
results is indicated for the 19 output where the R adj.2 is almost 99%
for the whole outputs. To gain further confidence in the ANN model
performance, the model accuracy is also presented through the C V. ,
which doesn’t get below 5.3% for the model outputs.
The proposed robust surrogate model built based on the two-model
steps comprising the sensitivity analysis offers a sufficient approach for
the construction of fast metamodels to overcome the computational
barrier related to design space exploration, design optimization, and
sensitivity analysis of heuristics optimization models.
5.2. Optimization results
Once a robust ANN model is built independently on its tuning
parameters (Hyperparameter) with the consideration for the model
accuracy simultaneously with its efficiency, the ANN model is coupled
with a MOGA in order to investigate the capability of the develop si-
mulation-optimization framework in tackling the technical perfor-
mance of the SDHS in cooperate with its economic and environmental
impact at various community sizes. The optimization problem has two
main stages; the first stage is devoted to analyze the effect of expanding
the decision variables through including the seasonal TES geometry and
its construction design parameters in the optimization problem. While
the second stage is dedicated to examine the community size effect in
the performance of the SDHS. In general, the optimization results are
presented in five scenarios; these scenarios are:
• Scenario 1: No environmental damage limits (Min. cost).• Scenario 2 to 4: 25%, 50%, and 75% damage reduction against the
1st scenario, respectively.
Fig. 5. The definitive screening design for the ANN hyperparameters.
Fig. 6. Box plot for the output in step A including the ANN model performance
under the optimal and default settings.
Fig. 7. Convergence of accuracy criteria at various training size with con-
sideration for its relative computational cost.
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• Scenario 5: 100% of the environmental damage limits (Min. im-
pact).
5.2.1. Influence of the SST design parameters (geometry & construction)
In this stage, the capability of the developed framework is tested
through Madrid case study at a small community size of 10 buildings.
The optimization problem is formulated under two main settings:
• Partial decision variables (PDV) – 8 decision variables: In this set-
ting, only the equipment sizes are considered as decision variables in
the optimization problem without consideration for the insulation
material configuration and construction material of the SST. Thus,
the construction of the SST is fixed based on the Friedrichshafen
project [22], in which the NC has been used as the main construc-
tion material. While, the MW with a thickness of 0.3 m, 0.2 m, and
0.2 m is utilized for the roof, wall, and ground, respectively.• Full decision variables (FDV) – 15 decision variables: In this setting,
the SST design variables are considered as well in formulating the
optimization problem in order to investigate the impact of SST
geometry and its construction in improving the SDHS optimal so-
lutions.
Fig. 9 shows the optimal system cost in terms of NPC and its en-
vironmental impact in term of RCP under various scenarios. While the
base case corresponds to the conventional system. A clear tradeoff be-
tween the proposed objective functions is indicated since the movement
from scenario 1 to 5 at both PDV, and FDV settings increase the total
cost while minimizing the environmental impact. Under the PDV set-
ting, replacing the base case (Natural gas boiler) with SDHS can ex-
tensively minimize the environmental impact by 79.4% in scenario 1
(Min. cost). Using the latter value, the environmental impact for sce-
narios 2 to 5 improved by 80.8%, 83.3%, 85.1%, and 87%. On the other
hand, the Pareto optimal solutions at small community size (10 build-
ings) under PDV setting couldn’t provide a marginal economic benefit
since only scenario 1 minimizes the economic cost by 22% whereas the
economic cost increases by 10.2%, 35.5%, 49.9% and 61.7% for sce-
narios 2 to 5, respectively.
Under the FDV setting, more enhancement is indicated in both ob-
jective functions in comparison to the PDV optimal Pareto solution due
to including the SST design parameters in the optimization problem. In
scenario 1, the NPC is equal to 62.5 €/MWh which is less than the PDV
Min. cost solution by 11.1%, whereas the environmental impact (RCP)
is 5.49 Pt/MWh which increases the RCP by 0.18% compared to the
Fig. 8. Parity plots showing the performance sample of ANN model versus the TRNSYS model for the SDHS.
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PDV setting. With increasing the environmental damage limits from
scenario 2 to 4 under the FDV setting, the NPC decreases by 19.6%,
27%, and 9.4% whereas the Min. impact solution increase the total cost
by 13.4% in comparison to the PDV setting. Furthermore, following
scenario 1 under the FDV setting, the environmental impact is im-
proved by 15.7%, 27.3%, 29.7%, and 26.4% for scenarios from 2 to 5.
This improvement increases the competitivity of the SDHS compared to
the conventional systems based on natural gas.
Following that, each Pareto optimal solution under PDV and FDV
settings represents a specific configuration for the SDHS to cover the SH
and DHW demand of a small urban community (10 buildings) located in
Madrid. Fig. 10 shows the selected feature for each decision variable
from scenario 1 to 5 under PDV and FDV settings. In both optimization
settings, increasing the damage limitations causes an increment in the
share of renewable energy equipment. Under the PDV setting, the solar
collector share increases from 0.4 m2/MWh/a at scenario 1 to 1.33 m2/
MWh/a at scenario 5.
Furthermore, the SST volume increases from 2.3 m3/MWh/a for
Min. cost solution to 11.9 m3/MWh/a at the Min. impact solution.
Including the SST design parameters in the optimization problem (FDV
setting) shows a different configuration for SDHS where the solar col-
lector share increases only from 0.54 m2/MWh/a at scenario 1 to
1.17 m2/MWh/a at scenario 5. While the SST volume share increases
from 4.96 m3/MWh/a at scenario 1 to 13.7 m3/MWh/a at scenario 5
with an increment of 13.2% compared to the PDV optimization setting.
Regarding the SST construction, the UHPC shows superiority over other
construction materials at all scenarios under the FDV setting. Moreover,
the foam glass gravel is utilized as an insulation material for all SST
surfaces except the min impact solution, which uses mineral wool due
to its lower environmental impact. For the insulation thickness, all
Pareto optimal solutions under FDV settings increase the walls insula-
tion thicknesses to be varying between 0.3 and 0.73 at all scenarios.
Regarding the SST geometry, the HDR varies between 0.62 and 0.68
with a limited difference from the PDV settings. Moreover, the DHWT
volume is almost constant for the proposed settings where its volume
varies only between 0.09 and 0.13 m3/MWh/a.
To facilitate a complete economic analysis of the SDHS, Fig. 11
shows a comprehensive breakdown for the cost contribution of each
equipment in the SDHS throughout its operation lifetime under PDV
and FDV optimization setting together with the base case solution. As
shown in the figure, the contribution of the SDHS initial capital cost
under the PDV and FDV optimization settings is very high in compar-
ison to the base case solution. This expansion is due to the deployment
of solar energy equipment in the district heating system, which requires
high investment cost. To be more specific, the solar collectors, heat
exchangers, and SST have the main contribution to the initial capital
cost. Under the PDV optimization setting, the movement from scenario
1 to 5 (Min cost to Min. impact optimal solution) expands the usage of
solar collectors and SST due to its advantage in diminishing the con-
tribution of using the auxiliary heater based on natural gas. In scenario
1, the solar collector and SST have contributions of 5.30% and 29.2%,
respectively. These contributions are expanded to 6.94% and 39.7% in
scenario 5. On the other hand, under the FDV optimization setting, with
Fig. 9. Pareto sets for optimal SDHS solutions under PDV and FDV settings.
These solutions cover the SH and DHW demand of 10 buildings located in
Madrid at different scenarios in comparison to a conventional solution based on
natural gas.
Fig. 10. Pareto optimal solutions of SDHS configuration to cover the demand of 10 buildings located in Madrid under PDV and FDV setting where the color map
indicates the min and max value of each decision variable and the white boxes indicated the fixed parameters in the PDV optimization setting.
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the opportunity to include the construction materials of the SST in the
optimization framework, the initial investment cost can be relatively
reduced compared to the PDV optimization Pareto solution where the
SST contribution is only 22.5% in the scenario 1 (Min. cost), and it
expands to 44% in the scenario 5 (Min. impact). Furthermore, the solar
collector has relatively more contribution under the FDV optimization
setting, where the solar collector contribution expands from 7.60% in
scenario 1 to 8.04% in scenario 4. However, this expansion bounds to
only 5.50% in scenario 5 (Min. impact). In the replacement cost, the
same behavior is noticed under the PDV and FDV optimization setting,
where a significant contribution is observed due to the solar energy
equipment in comparison to the base case solution. On the contrary, the
operational cost has a predominant contribution of 98.2% in the base
case solution due to usage of natural gas, these contribution shrinkages
Fig. 11. Breakdown of the NPC including the shares of initial capital cost, operational cost, and replacement cost for Pareto optimal solutions under the PDV and FDV
optimization settings at the 5 optimal scenarios in comparison to its relative base case. These solutions cover the SH and DHW demands of 10 residential building
located in Madrid.
Fig. 12. A breakdown for the aggregated ReCiPe 2016 environmental impact of the optimal Pareto solutions under PDV and FDV optimization settings in comparison
to their respective base case. These solutions comprise configurations to satisfy the SH and DHW demand of 10 residential building located in Madrid.
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under the PDV and FDV optimization setting where the operational cost
in scenario 1 represents around 39% in both optimization settings. With
the increment in the environmental damage limits (scenario 2 to 5), less
contribution to the operational expenses is noticed for both optimiza-
tion settings where the operational cost in scenario 5 represents only
24% due to the reduction in using Natural gas. The reduction will be
reflected in the environmental impact of the SDHS optimal solutions.
In addition to the economic analysis, Fig. 12 offers a detailed ana-
lysis for each equipment in the SDHS based on the aggregated ReCiPe
2016 in comparison to the base case using natural gas. In this figure, the
natural gas consumption in the base case represents almost 100% of the
total impact. Under the PDV optimization setting, the SDHS optimal
Pareto solutions are able to reduce the environmental impact up to
87.1%. This reduction value can increase up to 90.4% under the FDV
setting. In scenario 1, the system relies heavily on natural gas, which
corresponds to 81.9% and 74.9% of the environmental impact under
the PDV and FDV optimization setting, respectively. From scenario 2 to
5, the natural gas impact diminutions progressively with the increment
in the environmental limits. Along with the reduction in the natural gas
impact share, a progressive rise is indicated in the renewable energy
impact where the solar collectors and SST share the most contribution
to the aggregated environmental impact especially with introducing the
SST construction materials in the optimization problem (FDV optimi-
zation setting).
As shown in Fig. 13, the thermal performance of the proposed SDHS
is evaluated through a combination of nominal performance indicators;
these indicators comprise the main renewable energy equipment effi-
ciencies and their relative solar fractions. Under both optimization
settings, a limited change in the COL is indicated with the change in
scenarios, where the highest COL is indicated in the scenario 1 due to
the limited utilization of solar collector. Moreover, the DHWT is utilized
for daily purposes without storage; thus, a limited heat loss to the en-
vironment is indicated in all scenarios. This can be reflected in the
DHWT efficiency, where DHWT is around 96% for all scenarios under
both optimization settings. Regarding the SST performance, under the
PDV optimization setting, with almost a constant value for the heat loss
coefficient of around 0.16 W/m2·K for all scenarios, the annual SST heat
losses remain above 33 kWh/m3 with a narrow variation with the in-
crement in the environmental limits. Also, the SST remains around 71%
for all scenarios except scenario 1 where the SST is 67%. In terms of the
solar fraction, the contribution of the DHW distribution circuit remains
above 98% for all scenarios, whereas the S F. SST rises progressively with
the increment in the environmental damage limits (increment in the
usage of renewable energy equipment) where solar fraction increases
from 80% in scenario 1 (Min. cost) to 99% in scenario 5 (Min. impact).
Under the FDV optimization settings, with the change in the SST
construction materials and its geometry, the heat loss coefficient of the
SST reduces from 0.15 in scenario 1 to 0.08 W/m2·K in scenario 5. This
reduction is reflected in the SST heat losses, which diminish gradually
with increasing the environmental damage limits, and it reaches
18 kWh/m3 with an improvement of 45.2% compared to the same
scenario under the PDV optimization setting. This improvement is
emulated in the SST especially in the two extremes optimal scenarios
(Min. cost and Min impact optimal solutions) where the SST improved
by 4.5% and 12.3% in scenario 1 and 5, respectively. In terms of the
solar fraction for both SH and DHW distribution circuits, the same
progressive behavior is indicated under the FDV optimization setting
with a slight improvement of 2.5% in scenario 1 in comparison to the
PDV optimization setting.
5.2.2. Influence of the community size
Following the performance analysis for the SDHS under PDV and
FDV optimization settings in the small urban community with 10
buildings, the proposed framework based on a MOO approach is ex-
panded to be applied for different urban community sizes. This ap-
proach examines the community size effect (10, 25, 50, and 100
buildings) on the performance of the SDHS in a techno-economic op-
timization framework with consideration for its environmental impact.
Fig. 14 shows a clear tendency between the objective functions and
the increment in the community size, where increasing the community
size raises the economic and environmental benefits in comparison to
their relative base cases. Following the small urban community size (10
building), under the PDV optimization setting, the NPC in the Min. cost
solutions is improved by 26.8%, 34.7% and 53.9% for the 25, 50 and
Fig. 13. Thermal performance indicators for the optimal Pareto SDHS solutions under PDV and FDV optimization settings. These designs satisfy the SH and DHW
demand of the 10 residential buildings located in Madrid.
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100 buildings, respectively in comparison to their relative base cases.
On the other hand, the economic competitivity of the Min. impact so-
lution is restricted where at the 25-building community, the NPC in-
creases by 21.3% in comparison to its base case. With increasing the
community size above 25, the NPC of the Min. impact solution de-
creases by 2.3%, and 19.7% for 50 and 100 community size, respec-
tively. Under the FDV optimization setting, a slight improvement is
indicated in the NPC of the Min. cost optimal solution with increasing
the community size where it improved by 18.1%, 35.9%, and 26.8% for
building community size of 25, 50, and 100, respectively compared to
the optimal solutions under PDV optimization setting. Furthermore,
adding the construction materials of the SST in the optimization pro-
blem demonstrate a limited improvement in increasing the competi-
tivity of SDHS against the natural gas solution where the Min. impact
solution only improved by 1.85% at community size of 100 buildings
compared to the same optimal solution under PDV optimization setting.
The optimal environmental impact of the SDHS in different
community sizes follows the optimal solutions of the 10 buildings lo-
cated in Madrid, where the SDHS is beneficially effective in reducing
the environmental impact compared to the conventional system using
natural gas. Under the PDV optimization setting, the optimal Min. cost
solution reduces the environmental impact by 79.5%, 79.6%, and
79.7% for the urban community size of 25, 50, and 100 buildings, re-
spectively. Besides, the optimal Min. impact solution extensively re-
duces the environmental damage by 87.4%, 87.7, and 88% for the 25,
50, and 100 buildings, respectively. These results approve a limited
improvement in the environmental impact of the optimal SDSH solu-
tions with the increment in the community size under the PDV opti-
mization setting. Under the FDV optimization setting, the environ-
mental benefits of replacing the conventional system based on natural
gas with SDHS can progressively rise with increasing the community
size compared to the optimization problem under the PDV setting. The
optimal Min. cost solutions are improved by 87.4%, 88.4%, and 89.3%
for an urban community of 25, 50, and 100 buildings, respectively. This
improvement is expanded as well for the Min. impact solution where an
Fig. 14. Various Pareto optimal solutions for the SDHS in different community
sizes covering the SH and DHW yearly demand in comparison to their re-
spective base case using natural gas, (a) Economic optimal solution of SDHS at
the different scenarios under PDV and FDV optimization setting, (b)
Environmental optimal solution of SDHS at the different scenarios under PDV
and FDV optimization setting.
Fig. 15. Various Pareto optimal solutions for the SDHS in different community
sizes covering the SH and DHW yearly demand in comparison to their re-
spective base case using natural gas, (a) Economic payback period of the SDHS
at the different scenarios under PDV and FDV optimization setting, (b)
Environmental payback period of the SDHS at the different scenarios under
PDV and FDV optimization setting.
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improvement around 43.3% is indicated for all community sizes com-
pared to the Min. impact optimal solutions under the PDV optimization
setting.
In addition to evaluating the economic and environmental perfor-
mance of the SDHS based on the NPC and RPC indicators, respectively,
the EPBP and GPBP are proposed to measure the system sustainability
throughout its lifetime from the economic and environmental per-
spective under the PDV and FDV optimization settings at in different
community sizes as shown in Fig. 15. In terms of the economic payback
period, the SDHS could not approve its feasibility in the community size
of 10 buildings, especially under the PDV optimization setting where
the EPBP is varying between 38 years and 51 years, which is higher
than the lifetime of the SDHS. Under the FDV optimization setting, the
SDHS feasibility increased, especially in the low environmental damage
scenarios where theEPBP in Min. cost optimal solution is 33 years. With
increasing the community size, the EPBP decreases progressively.
Under the PDV optimization setting, the EPBP at the Min. cost optimal
solution reduces to 35, 31, and 22 years for the community size of 25,
50, and 100 buildings, respectively. While under the FDV optimization
setting, more improvement in the EPBP can be indicated where the
EPBP in the Min. impact optimal solution reduces to 25, 17, and
14 years for the community size of 25, 50, and 100 buildings, respec-
tively. In terms of the GPBP, a limited improvement can be indicated
with increasing the community size under the PDV optimization setting
due to the absence of the SST construction materials in the optimization
framework. In the Min. impact optimal solution, the GPBP is around
5 years for all community sizes. While under the FDV optimization
setting, the GPBP reduces to only around 3 years for all community
sizes. Moreover, an extensive improvement in the Min. cost solutions at
the community size of 50 and 100 buildings are shown compared to its
relative optimal solutions under the PDV optimization setting where the
GPBP reduces by 43.1% and 47.7% for the 50 and 100 buildings, re-
spectively.
Following the advantage of including the SST construction materials
in the optimization problem to improve the objective functions’ per-
formance, the proposed methodology offers a complete depiction of the
features and configurations of the optimal Pareto solutions categorized
by the circuit at different scenarios under the FDV optimization setting
as shown Fig. 16. This figure tends to show the most frequent selected
decision variables at different community sizes under various damage
scenarios. This is implemented through combining the Interactive
parallel coordinate, which shows the nominated decision variables
under different damage scenarios with a histogram at each Interactive
parallel coordinate column to show the most common size for each
decision variable. In the solar circuit, most of the optimal Pareto so-
lutions at different community sizes remain the ACOL at a narrow range
Fig. 16. Interactive parallel coordinate plots combined with histograms (Yellow bars) to identify the optimal range for the decision variables of the SHDS categorized
by circuit name at different scenarios and different urban community sizes under the FDV optimization setting.
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of 1.1 ± 0.1 m2/MWh/a. Following the previous recommendation by
Tulus et al. [38], the optimal inclination angles of the solar collectors
(βCOL) stayed at an angle of 43° for most of the community sizes, which
is close to the latitude of Madrid. Moreover, the number of solar
collectors connected in series remains at 4 for most of the scenarios. In
the DHW circuit, since the DHWT is used only for the daily purposes
without long term storage, the histogram depicts that the VDHWT is only
around 0.15 m3/MWh/a for most of the optimal solutions, whereas the
Fig. 17. Life cycle cost breakdown of Pareto optimal solutions at different scenarios for a SDHS system applied at various community sizes. The breakdown includes
the shares of initial capital cost, operational cost, and replacement cost under the FDV optimization setting in comparison to their relative base case.
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HDRDHWT diverge around 1.5 ± 0.1 m/m. In the SH circuit, the op-
timal characteristics of the SST geometry at various community sizes
shows that the VSST is around 15 ± 1 m3/MWh/a, whereas the HDR is
around 0.65 ± 0.1 m/m for all environmental damage scenarios.
In terms of the SST construction materials, the UHPC shows superior
performance in all optimal solutions due to its techno-economic ad-
vantage combined with its limited environmental impact. For the in-
sulation materials, no agreement can be indicated for all optimization
scenarios. In scenarios 1 and 2 (low environmental damage limits), the
foam glass gravel with thermal conductivity of 0.06 W/m·K is chosen as
insulation material for all surfaces of the SST at each community size.
While moving toward higher environmental limit scenarios, most of the
optimal solutions insulate the SST surfaces using mineral wool with a
thermal conductivity of 0.04 W/m·K, due to its limited environmental
impact. Furthermore, the insulation thickness is around 0.5 ± 0.05 m
for the top roof of SST based on the scenario and the community size.
This range changes to 0.3 ± 0.1 m for the SST wall, whereas it remains
around 0.15 ± 0.05 m for the SST ground. Regarding the capacity of
the auxiliary heater, the FCAUX1 is varying around 0.7 ± 0.1. These
configurations of the SDHS circuit will be reflected in the NPC and RCP
breakdown at different community sizes.
Fig. 17 shows a comprehensive economic breakdown for each
component in the SDHS during its lifetime based on the NPC when
applied at different community sizes under the FDV optimization set-
ting. Similar to the small community size (10 buildings), the initial
investment cost and the replacement at all other community sizes is a
quite large cost component compared to their relative base cases. This
cost contribution is ascending increases with raising the environmental
damage limits. To be more specific, the solar collector and SST have the
main contribution to the initial investment cost. Following the 10
buildings case, the community size of 25 buildings shows a significant
contribution to the SST in all scenarios. This contribution declines with
increasing the community size, especially in the Min. cost Pareto op-
timal solutions, where the SST represents only 21.9% and 16.3% of the
initial investment cost for the community size of 50 and 100 buildings,
respectively. This drop is due to the possibility of changing the SST
construction, which can contribute to reduce the initial investment cost
of the SST. For the operational cost, the Min. cost-optimal solution at a
Fig. 18. Life cycle cost breakdown for the SST at different community sizes under different damage scenarios for (a) 10 buildings, (b) 25 buildings, (c) 50 buildings,
and (d) 100 buildings.
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community size of 25 buildings represents 22.8% of the total cost. This
is due to the dependency of the system on using renewable energy
components, where the natural gas represents 12.7% of the total
operational cost. With the increment in the community size, the de-
pendency on using natural gas becomes less compared to the small
community size (10 buildings) due to the feasibility of introducing the
Fig. 19. A breakdown for the aggregated ReCiPe 2016 of Pareto optimal solutions at different scenarios for the SDHS system applied at various community sizes. The
breakdown includes the share of the SST construction components under the FDV optimization setting in comparison to their relative base case.
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renewable energy components even in the Min. cost-optimal solutions.
Thus, the operational cost due to natural gas represents only 16.9% and
13.8% for community size of 50 and 100 buildings, respectively.
Following the effect of introducing the SST construction materials in
improving the performance of the objective functions, Fig. 18 depicts a
detailed breakdown for the SST life cycle cost when introduced at dif-
ferent community sizes. For a community size of 10 buildings, all sce-
narios except the scenario 4 and 5 show almost the same contribution
for the SST breakdown cost where the construction materials represent
around 70%. While this value drops to only 40.6% and 25.6% in sce-
narios 4 and 5, respectively, and the remain contribution is dedicated to
the insulation materials, especially the wall insulation materials, which
represent around 33% of the total SST cost for both scenarios. In all
other community sizes, the construction materials contribution is des-
cending drops with the increment in the environmental damage limits
and community size where it reduces from 59.8% to 11.4% at the
community size of 25 buildings, and it drops to only 2.48% and 0.08%
in Min. impact optimal solution at the 50 and 100 community size,
respectively. This extensive reduction is due to the demand to hold the
investment for the insulation materials to sustain the SST performance
in an acceptable range, and it will be reflected in the thermal perfor-
mance of the SST.
Fig. 19 shows a comprehensive environmental breakdown for each
component in the SDHS during its lifetime based on the RCP when
applied at different community sizes under the FDV optimization
setting. On the contrary to the environmental impact breakdown at the
10-buildings case, the Min. cost-optimal solution at the 25 buildings
relays on renewable energy since the natural gas represents only
14.09% of the total impact. With the increment in the environmental
damage limits, a progressive rise is indicated in the environmental
impact due to introducing renewable energy components where the
solar collector followed by the SST are the main contributors to the total
environmental impact from scenario 2 to 5. With increasing the com-
munity size above 25 buildings, the environmental impact due to using
natural extensively decrease where it represents only 13.9% and 9.60%
in the Min. cost-optimal solution at the community size of 50 and 100
buildings, respectively.
In terms of the SST environmental impact, the construction material
has the main contribution to the environmental impact of STT followed
by the wall insulation material. It rises progressively with increasing the
environmental damage limits, and it represents 32.1%, 23.1%, 23% and
18.7% for the community sizes of 10, 25, 50 and 100 building at the
Min. optimal cost solution, this value increases to 99% at the Min.
impact optimal solutions.
Following the energy analysis of the small urban community (10
buildings) located in Madrid, where the SST heat losses and its relative
efficiency in addition to the solar fraction of the SH circuit are the key
indicators in the SDHS, Fig. 20 shows the heat losses of the SST lining
up with its coefficient under the PDV and FDV optimization setting at
different community sizes. Under the PDV optimization setting, the
Fig. 20. Heat loss of the SST for the optimal Pareto SDHS solutions under PDV and FDV optimization settings. These designs satisfy the SH and DHW demand of
different residential building sizes located in Madrid.
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heat loss coefficient remains almost at 0.15 W/m2·K for all scenarios at
different community sizes. While the heat loss coefficient reduces
progressively with increasing the environmental damage limits under
the FDV optimization setting where the heat loss coefficient reduces
from 0.2 W/m2·K in scenario 1 (Min cost-optimal solution) to 0.05 W/
m2·K in scenario 5 (Min impact optimal solution) at the community size
25. In the community size of 50 and 100, the heat loss coefficient de-
clines from 0.18 W/m2·K to 0.05 W/m2·K in the Min. cost and impact
optimal solutions, respectively.
The privilege of reducing the heat loss coefficient due to introducing
the SST construction materials in the optimization problem is reflected
in the annual heat losses of the SST. Following the small community
size of 10 buildings, the Min. cost-optimal solution under FDV opti-
mization setting fails to improve the heat losses in the SST at the
community size of 25 buildings where the heat losses of the SST is
higher by 7.14% compared to the same scenario under the PDV opti-
mization setting at community size of 25 buildings, respectively. While
increasing the environmental damage limits, the heat losses in SST re-
duce progressively under the FDV optimization setting compared to its
relative scenario under the PDV optimization setting where the SST
heat losses reduced in the Min. impact optimal solution by 63.3%. The
superiority of including the SST construction materials reveals in the
community sizes of 50 and 100 at all optimal solutions except the Min.
cost solution in the 50-community size where the SST heat losses in-
crease by 15.8%. While in the community size of 100 buildings, the
heat losses reduce by 11.8%. This improvement continues with in-
creasing the environmental damage limits, and it is reduced by 58.2%
and 52.3% for 50 and 100 buildings, respectively, at the min impact
optimal solutions.
The improvement in the SST heat loss due to introducing the SST
construction materials in the optimization problem can be mirrored in
the SST and the solar fraction of the SH circuit, as shown in Fig. 21. In
term of the SST , the SST efficiency rises with increasing the damage
limits where the SST in the Min. cost optimal solution is 69.8%, 75.0%,
and 78.9% for the community sizes of 25, 50, and 100 buildings, re-
spectively. Moreover, this value increases in the Min. impact-optimal
solutions to 87.8%, 90.4%, and 90.5% for the community size of 25, 50,
and 100 buildings, respectively. Following the S F. SH of the Min. cost
optimal solution in the 10 building, a S F. SH of 97.1% is indicated for a
community size of 25 buildings. This value can be improved with the
movement toward less environmental damage solution, and it achieves
almost 100% in the Min. impact solution. With increasing the com-
munity size, a high S F. SH is indicated in all optimal solution where a
S F. SH of 98% is indicated in the Min cost optimal solution, and it can
reach almost 100% in the Min. impact optimal solution for both the 50
and 100 buildings.
5.3. Comparison of the optimal SDHS model to other projects
In this phase, our optimization framework results are compared
with the results obtained by the framework proposed by Tulus et al.
[38]. The main objective of this phase is to verify our optimization
framework and indicate its advantage in enhancing the SDHS perfor-
mance as well the computational expenses of the optimization process.
Aligning with the verification objective, the SDHS optimal solutions
for a community size of 40 buildings located in Madrid is compared
with Tulus et al. [38] results under an environmental damage of 50%
scenario. The Tulus’s framework considered only the solar collector
field area and SST volume as decision variables in the optimization
problem while the remain decision variables were fixed based on the
Friedrichshafen project [126] for the SST construction materials. In
addition, Tulus’s setting was implemented in our framework to indicate
the enhancement of including other decision variables as well as the
SST construction properties in the optimization problem.
As shown in Table 7, our framework results using Tulus et al. [52]
setting, which only considers the solar collector field and SST volume as
decision variables in the optimization problem agrees with the optimal
results obtained by Tulus et al. [38] article where the optimal size for
the decision variables comprising the solar collector field and SST are
almost identical in both cases. Furthermore, this verification extends to
the performance indicators including the DHWT, S. FDHW and S. FSH.
However, due to the low heat loss assumption in Tulus et al. [38] article
for the SST, the heat loss coefficient is only 0.06 W/m2·K, whereas in
our optimization framework, where the SST construction materials
were estimated based on the Friedrichshafen project [126], the heat
loss coefficient is 0.15 W/m2·K. This increment in the heat losses
coefficient is reflected in the SST which is 81.2% compared to 96% in
Tulus et al. [38]. Furthermore, the limitation in decision variables using
our framework is reflected in the economic objective function where
the NPC is 91.1 Euro/MWh. This extensive increment in the cost
compared to Tulus et al. [38] is due to the usage of the mineral wool
and Normal concert in the construction of the SST tank, and introducing
the Auxiliary heaters with its full capacity as proposed in Tulus et al.
[38]. On the other hand, the small cost of the SDHS in Tulus et al. [38]
is due to estimating the SST cost as a function of the only its storage
capacity without consideration for the cost of the SST construction
materials.
After the verification stage, the developed methodology framework
using the FDV optimization setting is tested against Tulus et al. [38] to
approve the importance of including other decision variables com-
prising the SST properties in proposing a realistic estimation for the
SDHS performance during its lifetime. The results under the FDV
Fig. 21. The performance indicator including (a) SST , (B) S F. SH for the optimal
Pareto SDHS solutions under the FDV optimization settings at different com-
munity size.
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Table 7
The Pareto optimal solution at environmental damage of 50% under different settings based on our simulation-optimization framework SDHS compared to Tulus
et al. [38] results. This optimal solution covers SH and DHW demand of 40 buildings located in Madrid.
Circuit Name Tulus et al. [38] Tulus setting using our framework FDV optimization setting
Decision variables Solar Circuit Heat demand (MWh/a) 7654 7654 7654
ACOL (m2/MWh/a) 0.89 1.16 1.09
βCOL 50 50 42.3
NCOL 1 1 5
SH circuit VSST m3/MWh/a 10 10.6 14.3
HDR m/m 0.6 0.6 0.75
dRoof m – 0.3 0.44
dWall m – 0.2 0.30
dGnd m – 0.2 0.13
λcon W/m.K – NC UHPC
λins W/m.K – MW XPS
λins gnd W/m.K – MW XPS
FCAUX1 – 1 1 0.66
DHW Circuit VDWHT m3 109.7 109.9 177.8
HDRDHWT m/m 1.7 1.7 1.35
FCAUX2 – 1 1 0.45
Main Performance indicators DHW Circuit DHWT % 98.1 98.2 97.2
S F. DHW % 98.9 98.8 99.8
SH Circuit UOverall W/m2.K 0.06 0.15 0.09
QSSTloss kWh/m3 3.11 21.6 12.4
SST % 96 81.2 85.3
S F. SH % 97.8 96.3 99.9
Economic indicators NPC Euro/MWh 53.3 91.1 58.5
Environmental indicators RCP Pt/MWh 3.59 3.86 2.57
Fig. 22. Results of the BACCO analysis indicating the most influencing uncertain parameters with regards to the NPC under FDV optimization settings at different
environmental damage scenarios where (a) Min. cost solution, (b) 25% damage off, (c) 50% damage off, (d) 75% damage off, (e) Min. impact solution.
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optimization setting shift the SST size to 14.3 m3/MWh/a with a slight
difference in its aspect ratio where the HDR is 0.75 compared to 0.6
proposed in Tulus et al. [38]. The difference in the SST volume is re-
flected in the S. FDHW and S. FSH which are almost 100% for both cir-
cuits. Furthermore, our framework achieves this high renewable energy
fractions without losing its efficiency due to the larger size for the SST,
where the SST heat loss coefficient is 0.09 W/m2·K. and the SST is
around 85.3%. Moreover, including the FDV optimization setting is
reflect in the economic and environmental indicators where the NPC is
58.5 Euro/MWh with an increment of 9.7% compared to Tulus et al.
[38]. While the RPC under the FDV optimization setting is improved by
the 28.4% due to including the SST material and construction proper-
ties.
In addition to the SDHS optimal solution comparison to Tulus et al.
[38], the capability of the methodological optimization framework
based on a robust ANN in handling the Heuristics optimization is illu-
strated through comparing the computational expenses of the optimi-
zation process with the SDHS optimization problem mentioned by Tulus
et al. [38]. In Tulus et al. study, the average computation time for the
anchor points was 15,700 CPU seconds and 47,000 CPU seconds for
intermediate Pareto solutions using an Intel® Xeon® E5-2620 v4
2.10 GHz processor with 32.0 GB RAM. In this new framework, the
average computational time for developing the full Pareto frontier is
only around 600 CPU seconds using the same machine. This huge re-
duction is due to replacing the TRSNYS model with a robust ANN model
and combining it in a MOO framework.
5.4. Global sensitivity analysis results
The GSA is implemented to identify the essential input parameters
that responsible for the variation in both NPC and RPC objective
functions. The analysis is carried out based on the BACCO analysis due
to its low computational cost. The community of 10 buildings under the
FDV optimization setting at different scenarios is selected as a reference
case in the GSA due to its critical feasibility in comparison to the
conventional system using natural gas. The evaluation assesses the
economic parameters, including the investment cost of the SDHS
equipment, the economic factors which would fasten the feasibility of
SDHS deployment and the energy carriers. For the BACCO analysis,
given a total number of 400 sample points based on the Latin hypercube
sampling (LHS) design, the sensitivity analysis problem is formulated
and feed into the Gaussian emulator machine sensitivity analysis (GEM-
SA) software to perform the analysis.
The results of the BACCO analysis for economic performance is
shown in Fig. 22. In each plot, the most influential parameters are
ranked based on their variance contribution to the NPC objective
function, and it represented through their total effect, which comprises
the main effect, interactions between these parameters, and their high
order terms that can be involved in the emulator model. In scenario 1
(Min. cost-optimal solution), the discount rate, followed by the annual
natural gas inflation rate and the investment cost of the SST, are re-
sponsible for the greatest portion of the output variance. Moreover, a
limited distribution for the renewable energy equipment is due to the
dependency of the SDHS under scenario 1 on using natural gas. With
the movement toward a lower environmental damage solution, the
contribution of the initial investment cost of the SST increases with
diminishing the contribution of the discount rate. In scenarios 2 and 3,
the investment cost of the SST and the investment cost of the solar
collector are the most influential parameters. While in scenarios 4 and
5, the investment cost of the SST is the only important uncertain
parameter in designing SDHS. These results confirm the importance of
including the SST construction materials, which can substantially
Fig. 23. Results of the BACCO analysis indicating the most influencing uncertain parameters with regards to the RPC under FDV optimization settings at different
environmental damage scenarios where (a) Min. cost solution, (b) 25% damage off, (c) 50% damage off, (d) 75% damage off, (e) Min. impact solution.
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improve the optimal solution and increase its competitivity against the
conventional systems.
Following the sensitivity analysis for the economic performance of
the SDHS based on BACCO analysis, Fig. 23 shows the sensitivity
analysis for the RPC under different damage limits scenarios. In sce-
nario 1, where the min possible change in the construction materials of
the seasonal storage can be achieved due to the objective of minimizing
the economic cost, the initial investment cost of the SST has the
strongest influence in the RPC objective. With the possibly to change
the construction materials due to increasing the environmental damage
limits, the contribution of the investment cost of the SST starts to di-
minish, and the main contribution due to renewable energy equipment
moves to the solar collector and natural gas. In scenarios 2 and 3, the
annual natural gas inflation rate, followed by the investment cost of the
solar collector field and discount rate, are the most influential para-
meters. While in scenario 4, the annual natural gas inflation rate ap-
pears to be the only relatively important parameter in this scenario.
With moving toward the extensive environmental damage limit sce-
nario (Min. impact solution), the investment cost of the heat exchangers
followed by the annual natural gas inflation rate and the natural gas
price represents the significant parameters that are affecting the RPC
objective. Beside indicating the most influential parameters, the GSA
based on BACCO analysis also indicates that the uncertainty due to the
investment cost including the initial investment cost the DHWT, pumps
and auxiliary heaters or due to the economic factors including the an-
nual electricity inflation rate, inflation rate, and maintenance factor or
due to the energy carrier including electricity prices can be neglected.
Overall, the GSA based on the BACCO analysis is a valuable deci-
sion-support technique that offers the SDHS designers valuable in-
formation regarding the main driver parameters of uncertainty. In the
proposed case study, the construction materials of the SST and the
annual natural gas inflation rate would, in return, significantly con-
tribute to the NPC and RPC objective functions.
6. Conclusions
The Governance of the Energy Union ambitious plan to updates the
EU energy policy framework concerning the sustainable transaction
from fossil fuel toward the deployment of renewable energy encourages
the widespread of methodologies that can quantify the renewable en-
ergy systems performance with consideration for its economic and en-
vironmental impact. This paper presents a framework to evaluate the
feasibility of deploying the SDHS at different urban community sizes
with tracing its techno-economic failures as well as its environmental
impact. This methodology is implemented through developing a com-
plete methodological optimization framework based on a robust ANN
model to solve the computational obstacle associated with heuristics
optimization models. The surrogate modelling approach empowers the
feasibility of assessing the most influencing parameters driving the total
cost of the SDHS based on GSA. The optimization framework corre-
spondingly based on a multi-objective approach which is applied to
optimize the SDHS life cycle cost with achieving progressively lower
environmental impact throughout the system lifetime. In this context,
the proposed framework is applied to four different urban community
sizes comprising 10, 25, 50, and 100 buildings located in Madrid. In
which the optimization problem is formulated under two different op-
timization settings (PDV and FDV) to investigate the effect of the sea-
sonal TES geometry and its construction properties in enhancing the
SDHS optimal design feasibility.
In the proposed framework, to overcome the ANN building com-
putational barrier related to its design space exploration, and to opti-
mize its tuning parameters (Hyperparameter), the ANN model is cou-
pled with the Bayesian optimization approach assisted sensitivity
analysis based on definitive screening. This procedure is utilized to
develop a robust ANN model-independent on its hyperparameters and
the training set size. Leading to create an accuracy ANN model that
reflects the performance of the SDHS at affordable computational ex-
penses, a summary of the robust ANN model key findings is the fol-
lowing:
• The default ANN model hyperparameters yield to poor accurate
model that can predict the SDHS aggregated output. Thus, this result
emphasizes the need for optimizing the hyperparameters.• Relate to the ANN model settings, the hyperparameters comprising
the number of hidden layers at 3, the number of neurons at 14,
training function at Bayesian regularization, layer function at logsig,
hidden function at purelin, learning rate at 0.001 and Momentum
mean at 0.004 show the highest accurate ANN model at various
training set size.• Relate to the ANN model convergence at different training set sizes,
the sample size of 2048 shows the highest accurate model predic-
tion, where the C V. criterion does not get below 5.3% for all model
outputs at an affordable computational time of 8.9 × 103 sec.
Following the work objective in examining the effect of including
the SST geometry and its construction material in enhancing the SDHS
optimality when introduced at different urban community sizes. The
following summarizes the key findings related to the MOO problem
output under the PDV and FDV optimization setting in comparison to
conventional heating systems using natural gas:
• The calculated Min. cost-optimal solutions demonstrate a pro-
gressive improvement in the economic and environment benefits for
deploying SDHS instead of the natural gas boilers with the incre-
ment in the community sizes where the NPC is improved by 22%,
26.7%, 34.7% and 53.9% for community size of 10, 25, 50 and 100
buildings, respectively, under the PDV optimization setting. These
values further improved with including the SST construction prop-
erties in the optimization problem (FDV setting) where the NPC is
diminished more by 11.1%, 15.7%, 27.3% and 29.7% for commu-
nity size of 10, 25, 50 and 100 buildings, respectively compared to
its relative scenario under the PDV optimization settings. On the
other hand, the extensive environmental solution (Min. impact so-
lution) increases the NPC by 62.1%, 21.6% for the community size
of 10, and 25 buildings, respectively, in comparison to the con-
ventional system using natural gas. While increasing the community
size to 50 and 100 buildings, increases the competitively of the
SDHS, where the NPC is reduced by 2.13% and 19.7% for 50 and
100 buildings, respectively. With running the optimization problem
under the FDV settings, further investment is required compared to
the optimization problem under PDV setting where the NPC is in-
creased by 13.4%, 21.6%, 20.8% and 1.84% for the community size
of 10, 25, 50 and 100 building, respectively. This increment is due to
the considerable reduction in the environmental impact for the FDV
optimal solutions compared to its relative solutions under the PDV
setting.• In terms of the environmental benefits for deploying SDHS at dif-
ferent urban community sizes, the RPC at the Min. cost-optimal
solution is reduced by 79.4%, 79.5%, 79.6%, and 79.7% for the
community size of 10, 25, 50, and 100 buildings, respectively under
the PDV setting in comparison to the natural gas boilers. Under the
FDV optimization setting, a progressive improvement in the RPC is
indicated with increasing the community size where the RPC is di-
minished more by 0.27%, 39.07%, 43%, and 47.7% for community
size of 10, 25, 50 and 100 building compared to its relative solution
under PDV setting. Moreover, with the movement toward an en-
vironmental solution, the improvement in theRPC is increased, and
it achieved 88% in the community size of 100 building under the
PDV setting, this improvement can be more extensive under the FDV
setting where it reduced up 27.3% compared to its relative solution
under the PDV setting.• The effect of including the SST material properties in the
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optimization problem is reflected in the economic and environ-
mental payback period where the EPBP at the Min. cost optimal-
solution is reduced from 33.3 years at community size of
10–13.7 years at the community size of 100 buildings under the FDV
setting. While the GPBP is only around 4 years for the Min. impact
solutions at different community sizes.• Aligning with tracing the technical failure of the SST in the opti-
mization framework, the optimal solutions under the FDV settings
show an extensive improvement in the SST heat loss. This im-
provement is increased with the increment in the environmental
damage limits, and it varies between 18.5 and 6.9 kWh/m3 for
community sizes 10 and 100 buildings. This reduction in the heat
losses is reflected in the SST efficiency where all optimal solution at
different community sizes never falls below 69.5% in the Min. cost-
optimal solution, and it extends up to 90.5% at the Min. impact-
optimal solution at community size of 100 building. Furthermore,
the yearly solar fraction never falls below 82.1% for the investigated
community sizes, and it expands to almost 100% in the high en-
vironmental damage limits scenarios.• Finally, the GSA based on the BACCO analysis reveals that the
variation in the optimal SDHS cost and its relative impact is due to
the initial investment cost of the SST and its relevant construction
materials in addition to the annual natural gas inflation rate. In
contrast, the rest of the uncertain parameters have a limited influ-
ence.
In the real application of designing the SDHS, the present metho-
dology can be beneficial to obtain the optimal sizing of the renewable
energy equipment with consideration for the construction properties of
the SST, and it initiates values of 1.1 ± 0.1 m2/MWh/a and
15 ± 1 m3/MWh/a for the solar collector field area and the SST vo-
lume, respectively at different community sizes. Furthermore, the
proposed framework provokes the superiority of using the UHPC in the
construction of SST and FG for insulation. These guiding can serve all
project stakeholders to participate in the early design phases or devel-
oping business models for the SDHS.
The proposed framework can provide a good starting point to cover
the drawbacks associated with the surrogate modeling technique and
solve the enormous computational expenses of the heuristics optimi-
zation approach. Moreover, it is an effective tool to evaluate the techno-
economic performance of the SDHS as well its environmental benefits
with consideration for the market fluctuation regarding the investment
cost and the energy carriers. Furthermore, it can assist in proposing the
SDHS as a competitive solution instead of the conventional heating
systems, and subsequently, it can promote a clear statement regarding
the new clean energy for all Europeans packages.
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